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That a line of canal would exist in its original form
and route for its working life would be unusual.  Any
line of communication over a long period would, of
necessity, be affected by adjacent improvements and
‘acts of God’.  Improvements in engineering would
enable an awkward bridge or tunnel to be done away
with, a river flooding would seriously weaken an
embankment, a railway would necessitate a diversion
to enable a length of unstable ground to be eased
and road deviations would bring improvements or a
widening of a one time narrow river or canal channel.

The Peak Forest Canal along its length of 14½
miles from Ashton to Bugsworth Basin was no excep-
tion and for reasons of improvement, for safety and
an easing of the route of a parallel line of communi-
cation, was deviated from its original line a number
of times.  The Peak Forest Canal since its incorpora-

tion1 and building in 1794 had seven such deviations,
improvements or schemes proposed, with only six
taken to fruition.  The various deviations and
improvements are described from the zero milestone
at Ashton Junction (map reference SJ935984) to the
Whaley Bridge Aqueduct (SK011828)2, with dates
and details given.

The M67 Hyde Bypass diversion (1976)

The construction of the Hyde Bypass, the M67 from
Denton to Mottram in Longdendale, necessitated the
diversion of a short length of the canal south of
Throstle Bank Bridge as far as the Godley Brook, in
order to enable a more north-south line of the canal
to be built below the projected M67 road way.  Thus
the original length of 350 yards was diverted 50 yards

Straightening the Kinks!
Diversions along the Peak Forest Canal

By Brian Lamb
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south along a new 417 yard length, 127 yards being
a new tunnel that replaced the former Throstle Bank
bridge3.  This required a four stage development:

• sheet piling, culverting and some excavation, with
the canal open;

• closure of the canal for six weeks to allow coffer
dams, puddling, excavation and concreting to be
carried out;

• further extensive concreting of the new channel,
towpath diversion and earth fill, with a narrow
channel open for boats along the original line;

• finalising the construction of the Throstle Bank
tunnel below the M67, removing the piling, with
the water let in on the 20 December 1976, and the
redundant original line being filled with rubble and
landscaped.

The proposed Apethorne deviation (1833)

The canal as originally built was part contour and
part straight line.  The canal followed the east bank
of the river Tame, from the 0 milestone as far as the
4 milestone at Woodley and shows this to effect when

walking the towpath.  Such a route was necessitated
by reason of the dry valleys and numerous streams4

feeding into the river Tame which the line of the canal
had to cross.

At the 3 milestone, north of the Apethorne Aque-
duct, the Committee5 in 1832 viewed the line of the
canal after Thomas Brown had stated that the differ-
ent embankments between Hyde and Apethorne were
too narrow and would require ‘raising’.  What was
meant by ‘raising’ is not understood, but he
continued, ‘... the turn at the north end of Apethorne
Aqueduct wants widening so as to do away with the
very acute angle of the canal in that place’.  The acute
angle he referred to is at the centre of the aqueduct
which curves in an ‘S’ form until reaching Foxholes
bridge.  The canal was cut close to the edge of the
hillside and was the scene of a bank breach in 1913
that showed its weakness.  The embankment has
earthworks on either side for half this length and the
section close to the 3 milestone crosses a shallow
valley with a culvert below the canal and the later
adjacent railway.  The canal company wished to have
the stream totally culverted and the intervening valley
filled in to further secure the embankment.  The
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proposed deviation was for 337 yards and would have
replaced a length of 361 yards of the original canal.
This deviation was not carried out, but was mentioned
again in 1836 when the Committee6 discussed it
further.  Nothing was done and no mention is made
of any further discussion on this matter.

Had it been carried out the canal would have been
on a straighter line with a more secure west bank
and may not have breached in the early morning of
1 February 1913, after a night of heavy rain — the
breach was 40 feet deep and swept away 60 yards of
towpath.

The Chadkirk Aqueduct widening (1837)

Almost six miles from Ashton Junction, at Romiley,
the Chadkirk Road and Vale Road (SJ939904) go
below the Chadkirk Aqueduct running west to east.
The canal at the 5½ milestone, above Green Lane,
Romiley, turned severely through 90 degrees in an
easterly direction with a high bank on the north side.
To control a narrow boat through this turn was
difficult and the steerer had no view of what was
ahead.  Once round the turn there was a straighter
narrow length as far as the west portal of the Hyde
Bank tunnel, approximately 600 yards ahead.  A

similar problem was also present when travelling in
the opposite direction.

In June 1837 the Committee7 during their annual
inspection of the canal, railway and works ordered
that the Chadkirk Aqueduct should be widened on
the lower, or south side, for a distance of 460 yards.
John Wood, the company engineer, was directed to
prepare plans and estimates of such an alteration to
be laid before the next meeting of the Committee.
The road below the aqueduct has a change of
construction 13 feet 2 inches from its south portal,
which is the only evidence that can be seen of the
widening.

The Marple deviation (1794)

The 1793 Deposited Plan8, as surveyed and drawn
up by Thomas Brown, showed in the Romiley and
Marple section two proposed lines of canal.  From a
point where the west portal of the Hyde Bank tunnel
is today, the first (northern) line of the canal went
north of Hyde Bank House by a tunnel 308 yards in
length (ABCD on the map opposite), then followed
a ‘south loop’ (EHK) of 850 yards to approximately
where the Marple Aqueduct is today, crossed the river
‘Mersey’ (later renamed the Goyt from its conflu-
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ence with the Etherow 300 yards northeast) and went
south by a flight of locks to join the upper level of
the canal.

The second (southern) line commenced at the same
point but ran south east through a 284 yard tunnel
and above the river Mersey before turning south
across the river (ALMN) and curving south by Nab
Top, Bowdens, Norbury Smithy and Collier Leech
to rejoin the proposed main line at the present day
Lock 14.  This would have involved a line along a
‘slippery bank’9 parallel with the river Mersey and
an equally substantial aqueduct across that river near
Marple Dale Farm (SJ950901), then crossing six
roads with the demolition and the rebuilding of a
number of houses on land to be purchased by the
company.

The Act of 1794 allowed both lines for the
proposed canal, ‘... near a certain Place called Marple
Dale ...’.10

The company decided on taking the Parliamentary
Deviation south tunnel, then along the ‘slippery
bank’, as far as a point on the north bank of the river
Mersey opposite to Marple Dale Farm, where the
line was curved northeast to rejoin the ‘northern’
line11 (ALD).  A second deviation from the ‘northern’

line was the elimination of the 850 yard long ‘river
loop’ south that ran parallel with the river Mersey
(EHK).  Instead, the canal was cut in a straighter
line extending for 500 yards as seen today but with a
northern ‘hillside loop’ of approximately 300 yards
(EGJK).

The length of ‘as built’ line from the west portal
of the Hyde Bank tunnel to Marple Lock 14 was
approximately 3,135 yards and the ‘Parliamentary
Deviation’ from the west portal of Hyde Bank tunnel
via Norbury Smithy to Marple Lock 14 was approxi-
mately 3,850 yards.

The Gaskell Wood culvert slip and
deviation (1833–34)

During 1833 the Gaskell Wood Culvert slip destroy-
ed the line of the canal east of the Hyde Bank tunnel.
With the reconstruction of the canal in this area the
line of the canal was straightened and the severe
curve, the hillside loop, taken out (the Gaskell Wood
straightening), giving the line east of the Hyde Bank
tunnel as it is seen today. (LFG on map above.)

Without any contemporary maps available that
show the line of the Peak Forest Canal in the Romiley
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and Marple areas, it is difficult to pinpoint the actual
route between Hyde Bank tunnel and the Marple
Aqueduct when first built. The proceedings state that
the line was built along ‘a slippery bank’ but the exact
line can only be guessed at.  The only confirmation
of the original line is in the proceedings of July 183312

when it is reported, ‘The curve at Mancum to be taken
off in the manner pointed out by Mr Taylor’, and the
following remark in the proceedings in February
1834, ‘No time to be lost in taking off the Turn so as
to improve the Canal in the manner pointed out on
the Plan.’

During the night of the 1 November 1833 the
culvert at Gaskell Wood, the area also known as
Mancum, collapsed after two nights of very heavy
rain, followed on 21 November by another ‘wash-
out’ at the same spot.  In April 1834 the Committee
gave authority to proceed with the Gaskell Wood or
Mancum improvements.

The canal between the 6 milestone and the Marple
Aqueduct had always been a problem to the Peak
Forest Canal Company since it was first cut and in
water.  The section between the Hyde Bank tunnel
and the aqueduct was reported on by James Meadows

in May 1834, when he stated13:
During the stoppage, this part of the Canal has also
been much improved by taking off a very inconvenient
bend [the hillside loop of 380 yards, saving 50 yards]
in the line of the Canal, which has always been a
serious impediment to the passing of Boats here,
however, further improvement is very desirable and
is intended to be effected.

These are the only remarks made with any refer-
ence to the curve at Gaskell Wood or Mancum.  Any
evidence of the original course of the canal after the
subsequent repairs, bank strengthening and straight-
ening was destroyed by these works.  The area
requires further study to confirm the actual line of
improvement.

The Potters Hey Deviation (1897)

In order to provide a better main line from Derby to
Manchester Central Station, in 1897 the Midland
Railway obtained an Act for a line from New Mills
South Junction to Heaton Mersey.14   Their engineers
had surveyed the route and prepared plans and
estimates which pointed out that the Peak Forest
Canal in the area west of New Mills was situated on
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a very unstable bank and that the canal would need
to be moved south in order that the Midland may cut
and build its line below the canal at this point.

West of the Potters Hey stop place (SJ993848),
the canal was moved south by 32 yards to a position
94 yards from the centre of the proposed Midland
line.  Thus a deviation of 345 yards replaced a former
length of 375 yards.  The original line may still be
made out today with the bank supports and a very
dry and overgrown canal bed.  It is an area to study
canal construction, as this length comprises a section
of the original 1795 canal bed.

There were, to the west of this deviation and
directly above the Disley tunnel portal, three very
large bank supports below the towing path. This
section of the canal was said also to be cut and driven
on a ‘slippery bank’ and, with the passing of heavy
fitted limestone hoppers each day, any ground move-
ment would cause some concern, though over the
last hundred years there have been none recorded.

Conclusions

Since 1794, the diversions proposed to be carried
out covered 5,088 yards to a proposed length of canal
of 6,142 yards.  It must be pointed out however, that
these lengths include the Parliamentary Deviation at
Marple, which measured 3,850 yards and the
proposed Apethorne deviation of 337 yards.  Taking
only actual lengths diverted, the lengths are, of the
original line 2,292 yards, diverted 1,953 yards, a
saving of 363 yards — was it worth it?  In two cases,
the Hyde and New Mills diversions, these were
necessary to allow adjacent lines of communication
to be constructed.  The Chadkirk widening was just
that, a widening along a length of the existing canal
to improve visibility and movement.  The very
necessary and serious diversions to protect the canal
were those in the Romiley and Marple areas, without
which the canal would have been abandoned.

Notes and references

Acknowledgement is due to W E Whalley, P J Whitehead,
the Local History Libraries at Manchester and Stockport,
the BTHR, Porchester Road, London, and to innumerable
persons who gave snippets of local lore that made the
straightening of the kinks that much easier: to all, my
thanks.

No diversions to the 1793 Deposited Plan line of the
Peak Forest Railway or at Bugsworth have been mentioned
due to lack of space.

1. The Peak Forest Canal Act, 34 George III, cap 26;
Royal Assent, 28 March 1794.

2. The 1794 terminus of the Peak Forest Canal was at
Chapel Milton (SK056317), just west of the present
day Midland Railway Chapel Milton Viaduct.

3. Throstle Bank or Bowler Bridge was built in 1795 to
carry an ancient right of way across the canal at this
point.  It was demolished in 1975 as a start on the
Throstle Bank tunnel of 380 feet that replaced this
bridge in order to carry the M67 motorway over the
canal and to maintain the ancient right of way.

4. A total of 15 streams are shown on the 1793 Deposited
Plan as far as the 4½ milestone at Woodley
(SJ936920).

5. Committee Proceedings, 16 & 17 May 1832; Public
Record Office, RAIL 856/6

6. Committee Proceedings, 13 & 14 June 1836.
7. Committee Proceedings, 26 & 27 June 1837.
8. The 1793 Deposited Plan by Thomas Brown is titled

‘The Intended Derbyshire Canal’, and shows the line
of the Peak Forest Canal and Railway, as submitted
to the Houses of Parliament on the 27 January 1794
as a Bill for the ‘Dukinfield and Loads Knowl (or
Peak Forest) Canal’.

9. General Committee Proceedings 8 August 1796. The
General Committee during discussions on the two
lines to take from the Marple Aqueduct, one to the
west side of Hyde Bank House (farm) and the other
the east side to the north end of Hyde Bank House,
made the following statement: ‘...The Committee
think that the first line will be on a Slippery foundation
and might cause the Trade of the Canal to be retarded’;
in spite of this, the company took the ‘slippery bank’
line.

10. Act, 34 George III, cap 26, clause VII, page 366: ‘And
whereas there are Two lines laid down in the said
Map or Plan for the Course of the said Canal, near a
certain Place called Marple Dale, and it is expedient
that either of the said Lines should be adopted, be it
further enacted, That it shall be lawful for the said
Company of Proprietors at any time hereafter, to make
and maintain the said Canal in such One of the said
Two Lines as to them shall seem best.’

11. Act 34 George III cap 26, 1794, clause VII.
12. Sub-Committee Proceedings, 21 July 1833.
13. Committee Proceedings, 29 & 30 May 1834.
14. Midland Railway Act, 60 & 61 Victoria, cap 183,

1897.  The New Mills & Heaton Mersey Railway
opened 4 May 1902.
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The Bristol & Exeter Railway’s (B&ER) broad gauge
main line opened as far as Bridgwater in 1841, and
the first station, eight miles west of Bristol, was at
Nailsea.  It was quite usual for influential local
residents to lobby railway directors for new stations
and improved facilities, but this does not seem to
have happened in the instance of the plans for a
station at Long Ashton, three miles west of Bristol,
since no such appeals are mentioned in the Minutes.

On 29 October 1851 Mr MacDonnell, the engineer,
was asked to ‘examine the ground as to a station at
Ashton’ and report back, and on 12 November he
presented plans.  The site was at a road bridge south
of the village of Long Ashton, where the main line
crossed a minor lane. (Map reference ST550700)  It
was not until 7 April 1852 that the Board resolved to
put up a small station, and that ‘a short train be
provided to commence on 1st May’ — this would be
the start of the local trains from Bristol to Weston-
super-Mare, which served the small stations between
these places.  MacDonnell was instructed to ‘cause
the needful work to be done for the small station at
Ashton’, the cost of which he estimated at about £80,
but although the new ‘short train’ service began on
1 May, there is no confirmation that Ashton Station
opened then, and it appears that trains began calling
in mid to late June.  For some reason, the Directors
did not notify the proprietors about their new station
in the six-monthly reports.  It appears that the two
platforms were of timber construction, and that a
small wooden booking office was provided; since
the railway was on an embankment, a footway would
have been provided to (at least) one platform, but
since no plan survives, no details are known.

On 11 June 1852 the Board resolved that the
following trains would call at Ashton — these were
probably the departure times from Bristol (down)
and Exeter or Weston (up), and may have been refer-
ring to the summer timetable:

Down 10.00am 12.45pm 4.15pm 5.15pm
Up 9.20am 1.55pm 5.20pm 8.20pm

Bradshaw’s timetables1 show the following
services at Ashton (‘W’ – train to or from Weston-
super-Mare):

January 1853
Down 11.30am 4.35pm W
Up 1.50pm 6.10pm W

June 1853
Down 11.30am 4.35pm W 5.30pm 8.25pm W
Up 2.33pm 6.55pm W

December 1853
Down 11.25am 5.30pm 8.25pm W
Up 2.33pm

January 1855
Down 11.20am 5.35pm 8.25pm
Up 10.0am 2.33pm

May 1855
Down 11.20am 4.45pm W 5.35pm 8.25pm
Up 7.45am W 10.0am W 6.40pm W

December 1855
Down 11.20am 8.25pm W
Up 10.0am W 2.40pm

This timetable was unchanged for the final month
of operation, January 1856.  Bradshaw did not quote
any fares to the station (unlike all other B&ER
stations except Weston Junction, which was an
exchange station with no road access).  The increased
train service in the summer months was due to the
extra leisure traffic to Weston, and not to any summer
peak of business at Ashton.

There is no record of any staff being appointed to
the station, nor of any alterations being made.  The
only incident recorded is that on 24 June 1853 Guard
Tozer was fined for starting his train ‘too quickly’ at
Ashton.2

On 23 January 1856 the Board resolved that ‘the
Ashton station should be closed on and from 1st
February next’.  No explanation was given for this,
but equally there are no records of any objections
from the local community — in those days, railway
companies did not need to go through any formal
process to close a station.  The Bradshaw timetable
for February 1856 omits the station.  In hindsight, it
can be seen that Ashton was poorly sited to attract
first and second class passengers, many of whom
would prefer to travel the short distance by road into
Bristol, where more frequent and faster trains could
be caught.

Ashton Station, Bristol & Exeter Railway

By Mick Hutson
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In February 1858 the six monthly report issued to
B&ER proprietors3 included within the usual report
from Francis Fox, the engineer since January 1855:
‘The office and platform at Ashton, now disused,
have been removed and the materials converted into
a ticket platform and office at Exeter.’

Postscript

Oddly, appeals for a station in the locality began only
a few years after Ashton had closed, and the B&ER
received the ‘earnest solicitations of magistrates and

others’ to open a station at nearby Bourton.4  This
was a mile to the west at Cambridge Batch Tunnel
and was a much better location where the line
intersected the turnpike road; it could attract traffic
from a wide area.  The first mention in B&ER records
is 27 April 1859 when the Board of Trade were to
be advised as to how third class passengers could be
accommodated; it opened on 1 September 1860 at a
cost of £85.5

The site of Ashton Station was used for ‘Long
Ashton Platform’, which opened in 1925, but this
too had a short life and closed in 1941.

Notes and references

The principal sources used were:
• Bristol & Exeter Railway Board Minutes; Public

Records Office (PRO), RAIL75,
• B&ER Reports to Proprietors (copies sent to Board

of Trade); PRO, RAIL1110, and
• Bradshaw’s timetables; PRO, RAIL903

1. Bradshaw’s timetables; PRO, RAIL903/11.  The
earliest timetable available is Bradshaw for January
1853.  No B&ERtimetables exist at the PRO for
periods earlier than 1861.

2. The Board may have been ‘lenient’, as Thomas Tozer
had been the guard injured in the Creech derailment
in September 1852.

3 Reports to Proprietors ( Board of Trade copy); PRO,
RAIL1110/37

4. Chairman’s half-yearly Report to Proprietors, 4
August 1860; PRO, RAIL1110/37

5. Bourton was later resited further west and renamed
‘Flax Bourton’.

Location of Ashton Station, Bristol & Exeter Railway (1852–56)
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For over a hundred years, in country towns and many
smaller rural communities, the railway stationmaster
occupied an important position, known to everyone,
mixing with all social classes.  Apart from ensuring
the smooth operation of his station and the related
section of railway and dealing with staff and oper-
ating problems, he was responsible for the company’s
business within the district served, business he was
expected to foster and canvass.  Dignified, confident
figures, with a suitably impressive uniform, station-
masters were mostly recruited from the clerical class
of railway employment after serving at least 20 years.

Until the 1920s, a very substantial portion of the
goods required by tradesmen and almost all the
products imported and exported by local farms and
industries were handled by the railways, and it was
the stationmaster’s responsibility to ensure that this
two-way traffic was processed expeditiously.  He
personified the company in a very salient way; if he
performed well on all occasions, and most did, the
credit reflected on the railway.  This aspect is recog-
nised in the alternative term agent, used in Scotland
and elsewhere.

Exercising his authority as monarch of all he
surveyed, the stationmaster might delegate some of
his duties to staff eager to prepare for promotion,
though responsibility would always remain with him.
By such means he could find time to cultivate his
garden or socialise with local residents, even take
part in running clubs and other communal activities.
But apart from a fortnight’s annual holiday, he was
on duty at all times.  It was not only a question of the
period between the first and last train of the day;
outside these hours he could be roused from his bed
to deal with emergencies on his section of line.  And
if the station box was manned continuously for night
trains, he could be called by the signalman to deal
with some shunting problem, an irregularity in block
working or even the replacement of an extinguished
signal lamp.  If at any time he left his station, he
would be expected to inform the staff where he might
be found if needed.  This regime of very restricted
liberty was somewhat relaxed when relief station-
masters were introduced around the end of the 19th
century, mostly  to cover evening and Sunday duties,

The Pay And ‘Perks’ of Country Stationmasters

By Alan A Jackson

a move which gave stationmasters greater freedom
to take a role in some aspect of a community’s social
life.

Salaries were related to the importance of the
station and the weight of its passenger and freight
traffic.  Many companies graded stations in three,
four or even five classes for pay purposes.  Between
the 1870s and 1910s, the pay range for small to
medium stations on the London, Brighton & South
Coast Railway (LB&SCR) was from £84.50 to £170
a year, the latter at Three Bridges1, a busy junction
with a locomotive depot.  If these figures are
translated into present day money values2, they
appear very low: £4,670–£9,400, but apart from the
free uniform and  accommodation (or subsidised
rents), pay was supplemented by various means:
gratuities and gifts for small favours, commission
on sale of insurance policies and profits from sale of
garden produce, cigarettes and tobacco etc.  If the
job had been done well, there was also the prospect
of receiving a substantial lump sum and other gifts
from satisfied local traders, farmers and passengers
when leaving to take up another post.

Thus in 1889 the  Dorking Advertiser reported that
J R Bashford, the South Eastern Railway (SER)
stationmaster, was presented at the ‘Red Lion’ with
a cheque for £70 (nearly £3,900 in today’s money)
and a silver tea tray, handsomely inscribed with a
reference to  ‘his courteousness and affability with
all to whom his responsible office brought him into
contact’.  Allusion was made to ‘the conspicuous
ability and courteous attention with which he had
discharged his duties as the South Eastern Railway’s
Stationmaster at Dorking during the past eight years’.
The fund was got up by several well known citizens
of the town.3

On his departure for Tunbridge Wells in the
following year, F J Morrison, the LB&SCR station-
master at Dorking, received a testimonial and a ‘purse
of gold’ totalling £30 (£1,660 today)4.

As gifts, these sums appear generous; in  the case
of Bashford, approaching a year’s salary.

Leaving presentations continued between the wars.
When E G Blackman arrived at Dorking LB&SCR
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in 1921 it seems unlikely he would have imagined
then that within five years his responsibilities would
extend to the town’s other two stations as well, since
at that time these were  owned by the SER, but in the
Grouping of January 1923, all came under the control
of the new Southern Railway Company (SR) and
before long, rationalisation was the order of the day.
From 9 July 1923, to avoid confusion, the area’s
stations were renamed Dorking North (today simply
Dorking), Dorking Town (now  Dorking West) and
Deepdene (now Dorking Deepdene).  By 1927
Blackman was responsible for all three, their separate
accounts having been combined.  Soon afterwards,
he also took over Boxhill as well, in place of H Jury,
the last office holder at that quiet station.

Blackman was popular with both freight customers
and passengers and when he was posted in 1934 to
assume command of the then separate SR station at
Reading, the high regard in which he was held by
the townspeople became apparent.  Over 100 people,
‘representative of the social and business life of
Dorking’ contributed to the purchase of a gold watch
(say £15) and a cheque for £46 (£1,600 at today’s
values or say £2,120 with the watch).  There was
also an album containing the names of the sub-
scribers.  The presentation was made in the Chamber
of Commerce Room at the Council Offices, South
Street, by Maurice Chance, at that time chairman of
the Urban District Council.  In his speech, Chance
remarked that he had known Blackman ever since

he had been at Dorking and had always found him
courteous and willing to take a great deal of trouble
on behalf of the Southern Railway Company and the
travelling public; he expressed his appreciation of
‘the tactful manner’ in which he carried out his duties.
The audience was also reminded that as well as
stationmaster, Blackman had served as the Hon.
Secretary of the Dorking & District Amateur Operatic
& Dramatic Society, a body which ‘owed a lot to his
efforts’.  Tributes were also paid by Lewis Crow
(chairman of the Dorking Chamber of Commerce),
who presided at the gathering, and by others.
Adulatory letters from Lord Ashcombe and G C
Touche, the local MP, were read.  In his reply, Black-
man modestly attributed whatever success he had
achieved to his staff, ‘a splendid body of fellows’5.

When the Effingham Junction stationmaster left
in 1936 he received a ‘wallet of notes’ (total amount
not stated) from railway users6 and in the same year,
after only eight years in the post, P Hawkins’ move
from Ventnor to Newport was marked by presentation
of a wallet containing £25 (£835 in today’s money)7.

Whilst the prospect of such periodic ‘purses’ was
no doubt an incentive to good performance, it is also
arguable that even as late as the mid-1930s, the
practice allowed the railway companies to make
economies by keeping the salaries of this quite
responsible position somewhat lower than might
otherwise have been possible.

Notes and References

1. Based on figures quoted by Paul Clark in The
Chichester & Midhurst Railway, 1979, Klaus Marx,
Brighton Circular vol.27,4, p149 and Eric J
Browning, Brighton Circular vol.28,1, p18.  Roger
Hardingham The Mid-Hants Railway, 1995 mentions
that the London & South Western Railway paid £100
a year at class 5 stations between Alton and Win-
chester (exclusive) in the late Victorian era (£100 in
1880 = £4,650 in 2001).

2. Present day values are calculated from the Retail Price
Index 173.4 (December 2001)

3. Dorking Advertiser, 29 June 1889
4. Dorking Advertiser, 22 March 1890
5. Southern Railway Magazine, December 1934, p456
6. Southern Railway Magazine, November 1936
7. Southern Railway Magazine, April 1936
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Dockside developments

After opening the new ship lock in August 1869 the
company concentrated on improving its shore
facilities so as to attract more business to the dock.
Typical was its agreement in September 1869 to build
a new jetty on the north quay equipped with cranes
to unload household coals.  Then in January 1870
work started on erecting a large timber-built shed on
the south quay between the entrance to the new ship
lock and the barge lock entrance, at an estimated
£1,280, to encourage general traffic.  This seems to
have prompted the London & Liverpool Steam
Shipping Company to use the dock; terms were
agreed in September 1870, the new building then
becoming known as the Liverpool Warehouse.

The London & Liverpool concern, which shared
the warehouse with the company, handled a variety
of goods including maize, rope, jute, paper,
chemicals, hardwoods, flour and other foodstuffs.  It
remained as a tenant until 31 October 1894 when it
left as the company was unable to provide extra
accommodation needed to handle the increased trade
that was envisaged with the opening of the
Manchester Ship Canal.  In June 1899 Matthews &
Luff, ship owners and brokers, took part of the
building for their steamship services to Cardiff and
other South Wales ports; the business later became
M H & J E Matthews, remaining in occupation until
the end of September 1908.

In the summer of 187333 premises on the north-
west quay formerly occupied by coal merchants
Rickett & Smith, who had moved most of their
operations to the west of the dock, were taken over
by George Cohen & Sons, a business founded in 1834
to deal in old iron.  By 1881 Murrell & Son were
using part of the same quay to discharge their
steamers and several other traders were established
there.  From 1864 the Grand Junction Canal Com-
pany had scaled down its depot as its carrying
business was not profitable; in the autumn of 1869 it
sub-let most of the premises to Henry Page, a miller
of rice, whose mill and main premises were at
Brunton’s Wharf just north of the Commercial Road.

Regent’s Canal Dock, Part 2

By Alan H Faulkner

Part 1 was published in the July 2002 issue of the Journal

The coal merchants Sargeant Longstaff & Com-
pany had begun operating at the dock in 1861 and
became firmly established on the south quay.  In 1882
a new lease was agreed for them whereby they guar-
anteed to land 45,000 tons of coal each year; they
remained at the dock until the end of March 1918.

In 1884 Whitford & Company erected a corru-
gated-iron shed to the south of the eastern end of the
Liverpool Warehouse for £1,750; it became known
as the New Shed and was linked to the Liverpool
Warehouse by internal doorways, the latter being
equipped with a short jetty on the south quay and
hydraulic cranes.  Initially the New Shed was used
by the company for its wharfingers business that had
previously been conducted at the Victoria Ware-
house.  Whitfords went on to erect a second corru-
gated-iron building to the south of the western end
of the Liverpool Warehouse early in 1890 for £945.

The following year saw a new jetty built in the
southwest corner to cope with an anticipated large
increase in coal traffic for the Chartered Gas Light
& Coke Company, which had made use of the dock
from its opening day.  John Mowlem & Company
agreed to erect this jetty for £3,200 and Sir W G
Armstrong Mitchell & Company supplied and erect-
ed the moveable cranes for £2,480.

Further dock improvements

John Wolfe Barry, an eminent engineer,34 reported
on the condition of the dock in June 1894 suggesting
improvements largely within the company’s existing
boundaries and a Bill was then introduced into
Parliament to authorise them.  The works involved
reconstructing 400 feet of the north quay which was
settling forward into the dock; underpinning,
strengthening and paving 225 feet of the east and
400 feet of the southeast quays; extensive dredging
to give 28 feet of water at spring tides; building a
new transhipment jetty in the northeast corner;
replacing the old Medland Street swing bridge by a
fixed structure, and rebuilding Salmon Lane bridge
and widening the canal there.  At the same time a
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new pumping station was proposed to be sited over
the northern part of the old ship lock to draw water
from the Thames for impounding in the dock and to
back pump lockage water to above Mile End lock.

The enabling Act35 was passed in August 1896 and
on 9 March 1897 Henry Lovatt’s tenders of £70,412
for the dock improvements and £8,392 for the
pumping station were accepted.  Soon after the larger
of the two hydraulic pumping engines in the railway
arch near Mill Place failed; as the smaller one could
not cope, a temporary supply had to be taken from
the London Hydraulic Power Co Ltd.  Wolfe Barry
was called in and recommended extending the new
pumping station at the old ship lock to house

replacement hydraulic plant at an estimated cost of
£19,000 and then moving the existing plant there
from Mill Place.  In June 1897 Armstrong’s £11,750
tender for two steam pumping engines with two
accumulators in a steel-framed house was accepted
whilst Tangyes Ltd contracted to supply two boilers
for £1,064.

Work on the pumping station was prioritised with
back-pumping from the dock to Mile End starting
on 7 May 1898 and from the river into the dock soon
after.  Work on the quays took longer but the
chairman, James Staats Forbes36, ceremoniously laid
the final coping stone on 20 June 1899.  The new
coaling jetty was brought into use on 8 November

The dock as it was in February 1891 showing coal jetties on the west and north quays, the first two
warehouses on the south quay and the entrance to the original ship lock sealed off from the Thames.
Later in 1891 the smaller jetty on the west quay was replaced by a much longer one for the gasworks
coal traffic.  In 1898 and 1899 two new jetties replaced those on the north quay as part of the major

dock improvements.  (Edward Paget-Tomlinson — based on the Goad Fire Insurance Plan)
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but it was not until the end of February 1900 that
Wolfe Barry was able to report the dredging and other
improvements were complete.  In March the new
hydraulic plant became operational but it was decided
not to move the old engine from Mill Place as it would
cost £5,000; instead it was retained for emergencies.

Figures prepared in 1900 by the company’s traffic
manager illustrate the volumes of traffic using the
dock.  Coal was the largest traffic but the tonnages
fluctuated widely particularly after the opening of
the large gas works at Beckton in November 1870.

Year Ships Dock Canal Total Dock
tonnage tonnage tonnage revenue

1877 –   813,227 1,427,047 2,240,274 –   
1888 –   663,508 1,009,451 1,672,959 £17,947
1890 1,112 781,822 992,187 1,774,009 £21,637
1892 1,156 818,397 1,149,991 1,968,388 £22,915
1894 1,149 836,779 1,020,726 1,857,505 £21,394
1896 1,122 810,576 1,124,178 1,934,754 £21,063
1898 955 794,572 1,041,506 1,836,078 £19,846

In April 1898 the Lee Granary on the southeast
quay was pulled down as it was in poor condition
and a new single-storey brick warehouse roofed with
sheet copper was erected nearby, Watts Johnson &
Company’s £6,157 tender being accepted in February
1902.  The building, which backed up to the west
side of the Island Lead Mills, was completed on 14
October and named the Edward Warehouse after
King Edward VII.  The warehouse was in three
sections; in December the southern section was let
at £500 per annum to John Robert Spurling, a trader
who already leased a wharf from the company at the
western end of the Hertford Union Canal.

The Customs agreed sufferance privileges for the
south and southeast quays in September 1903 when
Spurling leased the northern section of the Edward
Warehouse at £300.  A year later he took the remain-
ing middle section at another £300, making £1,100
for the entire building.  By the middle of the following
year he had constructed a mezzanine floor in all three
sections to increase the storage capacity.

In December 1903 Sheffield Brothers’ £2,595
tender was accepted to build a new warehouse on
the east quay immediately to the north of the Island
Lead Mills.  This was another single-storey brick
building which was completed on 2 May 1904 and
named the Alexandra Warehouse after Edward VII’s
queen.  Sam Fay, the general manager of the Great
Central Railway, initially expressed an interest in the
new building but it was eventually leased to Spurling
in March 1906 at £400.

Spurling renewed the leases of both the Edward

and the Alexandra Warehouses in 1913 at £1,610,
with a guarantee of a minimum of 20,000 tons of
traffic, and again in 1919 at a much-increased rent
of £4,000.  The latter, however, included an extension
to the Alexandra Warehouse, Spurling having
acquired a second-hand galvanised-iron building
which he erected at the northern end nearly doubling
the length of the original building and extending it
almost up to the railway viaduct.

Meanwhile Cohens were taking on additional
premises on the northwest quay; in September 1910
two disused coal stores were demolished to give them
more space.  When Schwartz Brothers gave up
Victoria Wharf at the end of 1910 it was let to Little
& Johnston, agents for regular shipping services to
France, Belgium, Germany and Switzerland, at
£1,000 together with premises on the north side of
Narrow Street including a former bonded sugar
warehouse.

Another traffic handled was ice from Scandinavia.
United Carlo Gatti Stevenson & Slater Ltd, the largest
company that dealt with the trade, had been
established on the north-east quay for many years
and in 1912 special terms were agreed for the North
Pole Ice Company to bring up to fifteen ships into
the dock in the season, an extra berth being provided
for it by demolishing the old coal jetty on the north
side of the dock.

The growth in traffics was reflected in the number
of dock staff.  In 1907 the dock master was William
Candler on a salary of £275 with an assistant on £120.
Between them they controlled two dock boatswains,
six dock policemen, a superintendent of hydraulic
machinery and his assistant, a diver and his mate,
four stokers, six engine drivers, a dock foreman, eight
dock gate and pierhead men, two fitters, a gas fitter
and thirteen crane drivers.

In December 1908 John Spurling, whose business
was continuing to expand, agreed to lease the Liver-
pool Warehouse on the south quay and later he took
the New Shed as well.  In April 1909 there was a
serious fire in the Liverpool Warehouse, supposedly
caused by lightning, which destroyed half of the
wooden building.

The outbreak of the First World War on 28 July
1914 initially had little effect on the dock and some
development continued.  Rees & Kirby’s £2,552
tender for a new warehouse on the south quay was
accepted in November and Spurlings agreed to rent
it with a guarantee of a minimum of one ship each
week; it was known as the West Shed.  Armstrongs
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supplied two one-ton mobile cranes for it at £1,300.
Thereafter several additions were made to the south
quay buildings, some being paid for by Spurling and
some by the canal company, and these made his
business — now J Spurling Ltd — easily the largest
trader in the dock for general traffic.

In June 1915 H H Poole & Co Ltd, shipbrokers of
Leadenhall Street, took premises on the north quay
comprising one of the railway arches and an open
yard to the north.  Its wharfage business expanded
until it controlled most of that quay under nine
separate agreements, which included eight railway
arches and most of the land to the north of them.  In
May 1922 a new agreement with Poole consolidated
all these agreements into one lease with a £1,050
rental.

Three of the railway arches and some of the land
on the north quay used by Pooles was commandeered
in April 1918 by the War Office Salvage Department
together with two of the warehouses used by
Spurlings on the east and south quays and the
premises vacated by Sargeant Longstaff.  They were
then used to receive and deal with surplus and waste
material prior to distributing it by canal around the
country.  Items dealt with included old boots, trench
waders, uniforms and other equipment.  The end of
the war on 11 November 1918 led to a gradual reduc-
tion in this usage and by the end of April 1919 the
War Office had left the dock.

Another aftermath of the war was the purchase by
Cohens of twenty-five captured German submarines
from the Admiralty, the craft being towed round from
Harwich and broken up in the dock.

The Bergen and Medland warehouses

The ending of the war also prompted thoughts for
further improvements, particularly on the southwest
and west quays.  Sir Robert Elliott Cooper was called
in to advise and drew up plans to build a large
warehouse backing onto Medland Street and another
onto the Horseferry Branch Road.  Space had been
created for these developments as the company had
closed and dismantled the coal jetty in the south-
west corner in 1919 because the cranes were unable
to work fast enough to attract the steamers — its
revenue had fallen from £1,424 in 1914 to £595 in
1918.

In July 1920 the tenders submitted jointly by Sir
W G Armstrong Whitworth & Co Ltd and Armstrong
& Main Ltd of £13,992 for the Medland building

and £27,815 for the Horseferry building were
accepted.  In August agreements were sealed to let
Medland wharf to the British & Netherlands Wharf
Co Ltd for its Dutch and German steamer services
and Horseferry wharf to Bergenske London Ltd, a
subsidiary of the Bergenske Steamship Company, for
its Scandinavian traffic together with fruit and
vegetable traffic from Spain, the wharf thereafter
being known as the Bergen wharf.

The two-storey steel-framed and corrugated-iron
Medland warehouse had a 12 feet wide open quay
fronting onto the dock and a narrow eastern quay
alongside the dock entrance to the barge lock, the
eastern end of the warehouse occupying the infilled
dock entrance to the former ship lock.  The Bergen
warehouse was of similar construction but, owing to
the narrowness of the quay between the dock and
the Horseferry Branch Road, was built on a 230 feet
by 54 feet concrete deck that projected out over the
water, where it was supported on concrete piles.  It
included a 20 feet open quay.

Apart from the building contract the company
undertook to provide the Medland wharf and
warehouse with cranes, machinery and other
equipment, such as two 2-ton electric travelling
cranes from Armstrongs at £4,780 each, but the
Bergen company equipped its own wharf, albeit
working in liaison with the company.  Construction
took much longer than expected, the Bergen wharf
not being completed until 21 August 1922 and the
Medland wharf on 23 October.  Both cost consider-
ably more than estimated partly due to extra facilities
being provided — the Medland building cost
£21,023,37 but with its equipment included its cost
was £71,144,38 and the Bergen building cost
£35,28539 with a further £42,000 being spent on
equipment by the Scandinavian concern.

These developments caused strain on the
company’s finances, despite generous credit terms
being allowed by Armstrongs, and to try and
overcome the problem, a separate Regents Dock
Development Co Ltd had been registered in Decem-
ber 1921.  The intention was for it to carry out the
work the canal company was authorised to do but
for which it did not have the funds as the Treasury,
under a special post-war measure, was prepared to
issue guarantees through a Trades Facilities Advisory
Committee to enable capital projects to go ahead.
The new company initially sought a £40,000
guarantee principally to extend Cohens wharf at an
estimated cost of £26,216 and to do the same for
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Chinnocks wharf at £6,032.  The advisory committee
however queried the application claiming the 1896
Act did not cover the main works proposed and, on
the objection being sustained, the request had to be
withdrawn.

The 1926 North Jetty

With the expectation of increased traffic from the
new Medland and Bergen wharves and with the
increased trade already being handled by Pooles on
the north quay, problems were being experienced
with coal barges causing congestion at times and with
dust produced during discharge from steam colliers.
Added to this the northeast jetty was getting into a
poor state and revenue was falling due to competition.

Year Tons handled Revenue Rate charged
1919 205,179 £6,762 7d to 8d per ton
1920 239,556 £10,480 8d to 1/- per ton
1921 227,056 £10,600 10½d to 1/- per ton
1922# 157,349 £5,901 9d per ton
(# 10 months)

As a result the company gave notice that the jetty
would be closed on 31 March 1923 and then
dismantled.  The main user was Charrington Gardner
Locket & Co Ltd on behalf of the Chartered Gas
Light & Coke Company; its response was to form
the Regents Discharging Co Ltd., a joint venture with
the gas company, to erect and equip a new jetty
alongside the old one in the dock.  A nominal rent
was agreed but construction did not begin until 1
April 1925.  By the middle of December work was
sufficiently advanced for the company to invite
tenders to demolish the old jetty and John Shelbourne
& Co’s £663 offer was accepted.  The new jetty was
completed early in 1926 and Shelbournes completed
the removal of the old structure on 24 March,40 thus
earning themselves a £50 bonus.

In September 191841 the company authorised a start
being made on filling in the barge basin under the
railway viaduct and to the north of the line, this being
a prelude to building a new quay wall from Cohens
wharf to the Commercial Road locks.  With the
shortage of money the wall had to be deferred but in
December 1924 Armstrongs agreed ten-year credit
terms to cover the estimated cost, which enabled
work to start.  It could not be hurried as Marsh Vick
& Co Ltd, who occupied part of the Grand Junction’s
old premises, still needed access for barges and a
30 feet gap had to be left in the new wall.  Marsh
Vick’s lease ran out at the end of June 1926 when
the gap was closed off, the quay wall was completed

at a cost of £13,518, and the last part of the barge
basin was then filled in.  Cohens now controlled the
entire northwest quay for its scrap metal business.

Another project was in-filling the barge lock
chamber and making the former dock entrance into
a basin.  In April 1924 Armstrongs contracted to build
a wall across the river entrance to the lock on a day-
work basis as it involved fitting in with the tides —
the estimated cost was £3,656.  This would then allow
an extension to be made to Chinnocks wharf.
Armstrongs also contracted to build a dam across
the northern end of the barge lock chamber and raise
the wall round the basin.  In July 1928 it was agreed
that part of the basin should be roofed in to protect
the company’s craft and tugs that were moored there.
Whilst a suitable structure was ordered the plans were
changed and it was subsequently erected over a dry
dock at Hatton in Warwickshire instead.

Meanwhile there had been several changes to the
traders at the dock.  On the expiry of its old lease in
December 1924, J Spurling Ltd had renewed its
tenancy of the warehouses on the south, southeast
and east quays together with some land for storage,
with the rent rising from £6,480 to £7,700.  Soon
after it built a further extension to its south quay
warehouse to handle increased traffic from its main
German shipping client, Norddeutscher Lloyd.  In
August 1928 Spurlings and this client promoted a
new company, Roland-Argo Wharves Ltd, which
took over all the Spurling leases in Regent’s Canal
Dock.

In the autumn of 1925 H H Poole & Co Ltd decided
to transfer its wharfage business to the West India
Dock and a new company was promoted — Regent’s
Wharves & Warehousing Ltd — to take over much
of the land and premises that Pooles had occupied.
It was short-lived, as early in 1928 it merged with
the London & Cologne Shipping Company to form
Regent’s North Quay Wharf Ltd which used the
wharf for shipping services to the continent.

At Medland wharf the British & Netherlands
Wharf Co Ltd found that trade did not develop to
the extent expected and by the end of March 1925 it
owed the company £12,977 in rent, dock dues and
police charges.  The Dutch parent, which had
guaranteed its subsidiary, paid £6,000 to reduce the
debt and a reduced rent was agreed but even this
could not be met and the concern went into
liquidation on 19 October 1926 with the lease being
surrendered.  The Bergen company secured a tem-
porary tenancy to discharge its fruit steamers until
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Medland Wharf Co Ltd was formed in August 1927
to take over the wharf.

Little & Johnston left Victoria Wharf in the summer
of 1916 and Mercantile Lighterage took over,
forming Victoria Wharves (Limehouse) Ltd to run
it.  Little & Johnston gained control of this new
company in 1920 but two years later the Bennett
Steamship Co Ltd took over and in 1923 it secured
the tenancy of Chinnocks Wharf as well.

The Grand Union era

On 1 April 1883 the Regent’s Canal Company had
been acquired by the Regent’s Canal City & Docks

Railway Company, which had plans to construct a
railway alongside much of the canal.  In 1892 the
company was renamed the North Metropolitan
Railway & Canal Company and in 1900 it became
the Regent’s Canal & Dock Company, all the railway
plans having been abandoned by then.

From 1 January 1929 the Regent’s Canal & Dock
Company acquired four other canal companies and
became part of the new enlarged Grand Union Canal
system.  To begin with trade at the dock continued
very much as before, albeit with the economic
depression its tenants were finding life difficult.  In
February 1929 Regent’s North Quay Wharf Ltd was
granted a concession on its rent and this became a

The dock in 1934 showing the 1926 replacement coal jetty in the north-east and the development of the
warehouses around the dock.  By now the site of the original ship lock had been completely redeveloped,
the barge lock had been sealed off from the Thames enabling Chinnocks Wharf to be extended eastwards,

and the former barge dock north of the railway had been filled in.  (Edward Paget-Tomlinson — based
on a plan in the company’s brochure Arteries of Commerce)
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regular feature.  Despite this a new 10-ton electric
crane was installed on the north quay for £4,730.

The Medland Wharf Co Ltd’s lease expired at the
end of July 1931 and whilst it wanted to renew,
Roland-Argo Wharves Ltd offered a higher rent at
£3,750.  This the company accepted against an
increased guarantee of 270 ships each year for the
four locations instead of the previous 104 vessels.
Substantial repairs were necessary to the wharf before
Roland-Argo could take over on 1 October.  Sir
William Arrol & Co Ltd did some of the work,
including relaying the crane track, for £1,893, and
Holliday & Greenwood Ltd carried out extensive
external and internal repairs for £5,024.

Matters were little better at the neighbouring
Bergen wharf.  A new company — SLA Ltd — had
been formed to take over from Bergenske (London)
Ltd in 1936 but despite backdated concessions the
wharf was closed on 15 May 1937 owing to heavy
losses.  The company purchased the cranes and

machinery for £7,000 and other equipment for £1,300
and formed a new subsidiary, Grand Union
(Stevedoring & Wharfage) Co Ltd (GUS&W), to
take over running the wharf from 24 June and to pay
a £6,400 rent which included crane rental and a
contribution towards the costs of the dock police.
Immediately after Sir William Arrol was contracted
to supply a new electric travelling crane for the wharf
for £4,056.

Meanwhile in 1934 Norddeutscher Lloyd had
effectively withdrawn from its involvement with
Roland-Argo and had been replaced by the associated
Argo Reederei AG which took over guaranteeing
Roland-Argo’s rent.  The canal company had had to
agree a 30% reduction in all Roland-Argo’s charges
for 1934 and this was renewed for 1935.  In 1936
the reduction was renewed yet again but only on the
basis of the company taking an equity stake in
Roland-Argo’s operations.  The 1936 concessions
amounted to £8,408 but a large amount of debt was

A busy scene alongside Bergen Wharf in 1938 as a motor ship discharges bales to narrow boats and
barges whilst sailing ships, a steamer and more barges form a cluster in the background.

(The Waterways Trust)
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still being built up — on 1 July 1936 Roland-Argo
owed £7,122 for current debts and a further £5,084
at 4% for historic debts.  Eventually Roland-Argo
surrendered all its leases on 27 September 1937 and,
on the basis that the Hamburg and Bremen services
would continue using the dock, GUS&W took over
operating the wharves.

There were also changes at the Thames wharves.
On 25 December 1932 the Bennett Steamship Co
Ltd transferred the leases of Victoria Wharf and
Chinnocks Wharf to General Steam North France
Lines Ltd and this company then purchased the
freehold of Victoria Wharf on 20 March 1935 for
£16,500.  The lease on Chinnocks Wharf did not
expire until 25 March 1938 when General Steam
vacated the wharf and GUS&W took over.

A significant event took place on 14 October 1935
when 1,250 tons of iron and steel from the continent
were unloaded in the dock from SS Dona Isabel into
canal craft for delivery to the Birmingham area.  This
new traffic had been arranged by John Miller
(Shipping) Ltd which was to become increasingly
involved with the dock and the canal, its managing
director, John Miller, joining the board and becoming
chairman in 1941.  Whilst this development brought

protests from the railway companies about breaching
agreements on traffics and rates, the shipments
continued on a regular basis and became important
both for the dock and for the canal.

Another significant development was the estab-
lishment of a new shipping company, Grand Union
(Shipping) Ltd, to bring new trade to the dock.  The
SS Marsworth was acquired in September 1937 and
a weekly service was started to Antwerp operating
as the Regent’s Line.42  A year later two sailings each
week were started to Rotterdam using chartered ships
and at the same time the shipping company became
agents for a service to the United States and Canadian
lakes.  A second ship, named Blisworth, was acquired
in December 1939 and later others followed.

Meanwhile improvements were still being made
to the facilities in the dock.  In October 1937 Stothert
& Pitt Ltd of Bath contracted to supply five electric
cranes for £19,500 for the east, southeast and south
quays to replace obsolete ones.  Between 1932 and
1935 H Bradford & Sons of Hackney built improved
offices for the Customs on the west, north and
Medland quays and in October 1937 they contracted
to build new offices for GUS&W at the new pier
head which cost £2,703.  Further offices on a concrete

Looking across the dock in 1938 to the jetty in the northeast corner that was built in 1926 for the
Regents Discharging Company.  Coal was transhipped here from sea-going ships to barges for delivery

to canalside and riverside users.  (The Waterways Trust)
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deck over the infilled river entrance to the former
barge lock were ordered in March 1938, costing
£1,739.  Finally in February 1939 Bradfords tendered
for a new warehouse for Chinnocks Wharf at £1,476
— with the installation of cranes the eventual cost
was £2,711.

The Second World War

The outbreak of the Second World War on 1 Septem-
ber 1939 had a much greater effect on the dock than
the 1914–18 war.  In June 1939 Kent & Sussex
Contractors Ltd had been engaged to build three air
raid shelters for £1,125, and firewatchers were
appointed to patrol the dock each night.  Early in
September 1940 the dock experienced its first bomb
attacks and considerable damage was caused to
dockside property.  Then in July 1944 flying bombs
caused further extensive damage.  As the company’s
expenditure was tightly controlled by the Ministry
of War Transport, obtaining permission for repair
works was an arduous business.

An early war casualty was Regent’s North Quay
Wharf Ltd whose German shipping services were
suspended.  It gave up on 31 December 1939 with
GUS&W taking over the north wharf.  This left just
two independent tenants in the dock, George Cohen
Sons & Co Ltd and Charringtons’ Regents Dis-
charging Co Ltd whose gas works traffic was fairly
consistent, the revenue earned being £4,501 in 1940,
£5,960 in 1941 and £5,852 in 1942.  October 1942
was a typical month when 25,675 tons of coal was
transhipped.

Throughout the 1930s complaints had been made
about the lack of dredging in the dock.  Small sums
were authorised such as £350 to remove 1,600 tons
early in 1936 but in July 1937 the engineer estimated
that £4,140 would need to be spent on dredging each
year for ten years to restore the dock to its proper
depth of 20 feet.  An unexpected opportunity came
in March 1944 when the Tilbury Contracting &
Dredging Co Ltd offered deferred payment terms and
its tender to remove 80,000 cubic yards of material
for £26,000 was accepted.  The major operation,
which took advantage of a time when for military
reasons there was little traffic in the dock, was
completed on 28 September 1944 for £31,667, extra
work having been carried out.

The war also caused an initial major drop in dock
tonnage handled.

Year                         Tonnage43                                 Revenue44

1936 877,766 –    
1937 802,345 –    
1938 722,467 –    
1939 642,500 £18,029 
1940 359,797 £12,118 
1941 408,387 £13,928 
1942 426,960 £14,058 
1943 545,688 £18,618 
1944 –   £13,901 
1945 –   £14,841 

It was not until the war had ended on 2 September
1945 that major reparations could start, £5,600 being
authorised on 25 September for repairs to the
Medland, or ‘B’ warehouse, as it was now known.
This wharf also suffered from subsidence and Holst
& Co Ltd was awarded a £15,674 contract to deal
with this in August 1946.  Substantial war damage
repairs were also needed to the ‘C’ (south quay), ‘D’
(Edward) and ‘E’ (Alexandra) warehouses.  Owing
to the general post-war shortage of building materials,
and particularly of bricks, it was to be several years
before all the damage was repaired and all the
warehouses could be brought back into full use.

In 1943 a new lease45 was agreed with Cohens,
effective from 25 December 1945, for an annual rent
of £2,500 and another £1,500 in lieu of dock dues.
The agreement included a landing and shipping rate
of 1/- per ton with a minimum of 20,000 tons per
annum; a transhipping charge between ships and
barges of 5d per ton; dock charges of 10/- per barge;
but with an abatement on a sliding scale ranging from
15% if the traffic was over 30,000 tons to 60% if
over 70,000 tons.

On 3 October 1945 there was a major structural
failure to the northwest quay wall and this led to a
lengthy dispute with Cohens as to who was
responsible for the costs of repairs; it revolved around
the wording of its 1924 and 1943 leases and the
company’s claim that Cohens had overloaded the
wharf.  In November 1946 W & C French Ltd was
awarded a £38,925 contract to repair the wall, but it
was not until June 1950 after a lengthy court hearing
and an appeal that the dispute was finally decided in
Cohens’ favour.

Nationalisation

From 1 January 1948 the dock was nationalised to
come under the British Transport Commission’s
Docks & Inland Waterways Executive.  In a period
of post-war austerity nationalisation brought few
changes with little more than routine maintenance
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being possible.  From 1 January 1950 the dock was
operated as a separate entity with the manager of
GUS&W taking charge.46  The pre-war pattern of
continental and North American services had been
resumed; in the first 24 weeks of 1951 293,636 tons
of imports were handled and 53,041 tons of exports47

at the six general cargo quays where ships of up to
3,000 tons could be accommodated.  In addition
Charringtons were still bringing in colliers, each
carrying up to 2,800 tons of coal, for discharge into
barges at the northeast jetty where the two transporter
cranes equipped with 5-ton grabs could deal with
the ship in a day.48 Some of the barges worked up the
canal but many went out into the river on short local
journeys to gas works and electricity generating
stations.

There was a continued need for dredging.  A large-
scale exercise was conducted in the summer of 1955
and another in 1960 when 48,430 cubic yards were
removed.  The handling equipment was also kept up
to date, such as in the autumn of 1958 when Thomas
Smith & Sons (Rodley) Ltd contracted to supply three
electric portal cranes of 3 to 6-ton capacity.49  Repairs
were also carried out to several of the quays such as
the ‘F’ (north) quay, part of which was rebuilt in mass
concrete in 1960.  Two new steel-framed brick
warehouses were also built on the north quay behind
the railway arches.

By 1961 the Narrow Street swing bridge across
the ship lock entrance was in poor condition and in
need of replacement.  A welded-steel structure was
designed and built by Head Wrightson Teesdale Ltd
at Thornaby-on-Tees as a seaworthy pontoon.  It was
launched into the river Tees and was towed by tug to
the Thames where it arrived safely on 18 March 1961.
It was then floated to the dock entrance and lifted
into position by three Port of London Authority wreck
lighters.  The bridge, which was formally opened by
the Chairman of London County Council in August,
was the first in the country to be fitted with
continental-style lifting barriers and flashing lights
signals.

With the dock and the Limehouse Cut now under
common ownership and with the two in such close
proximity, the idea of linking them again and cutting
out delays to barges using Limehouse lock, which
was in poor condition, was revived.  On 1 April 1968
the first barges passed through the new link50 — it
was 200 feet in length, 50 feet wide with a depth of 7
feet, with its sides being formed with steel piles
between 40 and 50 feet in length.51  The contract

was undertaken by John Shelbourne & Co Ltd and
cost some £120,000.  Steel piles were driven across
the river entrance to Limehouse lock, the gates
removed and the canal infilled as far as the new link.

The dock closes to shipping

On 9 February 1969 the British Waterways Board,
which had assumed responsibility for the inland
waterways from 1 January 1963, announced the dock
was to close for general shipping in May.  Whilst
407 ships had been handled in 1962 involving
210,000 tons of traffic and there had still been 388
in 1967, there was a dramatic fall in 1968 to just two
per week.52  Approaches had been made to shipping
companies but the trade was now passing to ports
such as Harwich and Felixstowe.  Regent’s Canal
Dock was not alone as this problem faced all the
London docks.  It closed on 27 May but continued
to be used by barges and by ships serving Cohens
wharf.  In 1980 Cohens were still sending out some
15,000 tons of scrap metal each year involving on
average one shipment each month53 but the traffic
ceased soon after.  The through route to the canal
also remained open as there was still some barge
traffic up the canal, such as to Glaxo at Greenford,
but the last narrow boat traffic was in April 1968.
By now the dock was more usually known as Lime-
house Basin.

Thereafter the future of the basin became involved
in plans for road improvements between the Isle of
Dogs and the City, the first being for a road passing
over the river entrance on a viaduct that would have
prevented ships from using the lock.  This was
dropped and eventually the Limehouse Link was
projected to pass in a tunnel below water level across
the northern part of the basin.  As a prelude to this
Rees Hough (Civil Engineering) Ltd contracted to
rebuild the entrance lock to much smaller dimensions
and it started work in July 1988.  The new lock was
opened on 20 May 198954 by David Ingham, chair-
man of British Waterways; it can accommodate craft
91 feet long, 24 feet wide with 10 feet depth on the
cills.  The concrete lock was built inside the old brick
lock chamber, uses just one tenth of the water of its
predecessor, and was fitted with modern sector gates
that were manufactured and fitted by Biwater Hydro
Power Ltd.

The London Docklands Development Corporation
contributed to the cost of the new lock and, once it
was completed, work on the Limehouse Link could
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begin.  This was constructed by the cut and cover
method and involved filling in large areas of the basin
on the north and west sides.  In about 1989
Limehouse Developments Ltd, a joint venture
company between the British Waterways Board and
Hunting Gate City Ltd, began the residential
redevelopment of the basin with blocks of flats on
the west side of the former ship lock.

Victory Place and the six-storey Chinnocks Wharf
buildings were completed by St George North
London Ltd in 1996.  Victory Place now occupies
most of the area between Northey Street and the site
of the Edward warehouse.  South of Northey Street
the site of the canal and Limehouse lock have been
preserved as a new water feature and the lock
keepers’ cottages have been converted to five
houses.The residential redevelopment of the basin
is being completed by Bellway Homes in association
with British Waterways.  By 2000 it had completed
six well-designed blocks on the sites of Medland,
Bergen and Cohens wharves and part of the infilled

area over the Limehouse Link.  By the beginning of
2001 it had also completed four blocks over the
Limehouse Link alongside the north quay known as
Marina Heights and work had started to redevelop
the northeast quay area.  There were also possible
plans for a five-star hotel on the Cohens site between
the railway viaduct and Commercial Road.

Demolition has included many historic features
such as the company’s 1898 multi-purpose pumping
station comprising two engine houses, a large boiler
house with an accumulator tower and a chimneystack.
Hydraulic power generation ceased on 21 April 1920
when the London Hydraulic Power Co Ltd took over
the supply to the basin, and with the formation of the
enlarged Grand Union Canal system in 1929 the need
for the impounding and back-pumping diminished
as water could be supplied from Paddington.  By
1948 the tower and chimneystack had been
demolished; the building was used for storage until
demolished in about 1986 for a housing association
development named Horseferry Mews.  However the

June 2001: Following its closure to shipping most of the dockside has been redeveloped for housing.
Ahead are the apartment blocks on the former west quay whilst on the right are three of the four
Marina Heights blocks.  The marina itself now occupies part of the reduced water area and the
Docklands Light Railway runs immediately behind the Marina Heights blocks.  (Alan Faulkner)
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1898 back-pumping main can still be seen crossing
the Commercial Road lock.

The original hydraulic engine and boiler house
alongside the Commercial Road lock suffered a
similar fate despite its being the oldest surviving such
building in the world.  After it had been superseded
by the Mill Place station in 1869 it had a variety of
uses before being demolished in March 1994.55

However the octagonal accumulator tower and
chimney stack of the Mill Place hydraulic pumping
station has survived and was renovated by the London
Docklands Development Corporation in 1995, and
it is now opened to the public on special days.
Another building to survive is the dock master’s

house at the pier head which was adapted to become
the Barley Mow public house in 1989.

Meanwhile the railway across the north of the basin
area had closed to passenger traffic on 4 May 1926
but goods traffic survived until 1966.  Subsequently
the viaduct has been used for the route of the
Docklands Light Railway, which opened to passen-
gers on 31 August 1987.56

In April 1994 British Waterways opened a new
marina in the basin, using part of the remaining water
space and initially providing 80 berths.57  Hence the
future of Limehouse Basin Marina, as it is known, is
now firmly tied to the leisure market.
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The following extract is taken from an article in The
Witness, published in Edinburgh, which is believed
to be by William Skeen (1812–73).

William Skeen was a great-great-grandfather of
mine.  He was an Anglo-Scot, his grandfather having
left Elgin in 1746.  William was born and brought
up in Tweedmouth and was apprenticed as a printer
with the Berwick Advertiser, where he worked until
he was nineteen.  In 1831, however, he moved to
Edinburgh, where he became a reporter on the
Courant.  He was invited to join the parliamentary
staff of the Morning Post in London in 1845, but
continued to contribute articles for newspapers
elsewhere, including a twice-weekly column on

‘From Our London Correspondent’
By Peter Somervail

London matters for The Witness (‘From Our London
Correspondent’), until that paper ceased publication
in about 1865.  He later worked for the Standard in
London (before it became the Evening Standard),
occasionally as assistant editor.

The article is unsigned as it was before the days of
by-lines but two of his obituaries contain evidence
to connect him with this local column.  Clearly he
thought that the underground railway, even as it
existed in the 1860s, was preferable to further
extension of the conventional overground railways
into London. It is interesting to speculate upon how
widespread his views were.

THE WITNESS,
Thursday, February 26,1863

London, Tuesday
The question of railway extension through the capital
is beginning to attract a good deal of attention. Rather
late in the day, indeed, for a good deal of mischief
and waste that might easily have been prevented has
already been done.

The underground railway has proved a great
success, even with its unfinished line of route and its
imperfect equipment; and the consequence is, that
imitations of it, except in its underground principle,
are springing up on every side.  There are no fewer
than thirty bills on this subject now before Parliament,
in addition to those that have already been agreed to
and are already in the course of execution.

This last class, it must be said, have helped to set
the public feeling against those that are now in
contemplation.  Many of our thoroughfares are now
spanned with ugly girder bridges, offensive to the
eye, and seriously obstructive to ventilation.  The
beautiful approach to London Bridge from
Southwark is hopelessly ruined by an iron bridge
being thrown across the road, in which regard has
been had to utility, to the most rigid exclusion of
every other consideration; and there are others
equally offensive, though not so conspicuous.

Then, as for waste, the London, Chatham, and
Dover propose to cross the river within a few yards
of Blackfriars Bridge, — so near, indeed, that it
would not be very difficult for an athlete to swing
himself from one to the other.  Blackfriars Bridge
itself has long been in a rickety condition; and now
its rebuilding has become a matter of necessity.  A
very little of arrangement and plan would have made
one bridge answer both for the rail and the common
roadway.  As it is, both bridges must be built, and
the one will serve to spoil the view of the other.  This
oversight is the more remarkable, as the same thing
has happened before in one or two double bridges
having been built further up the river ...

The railways1 that are now before Parliament
propose to have their terminus in the east of London,
and to appropriate the few spaces of open ground
that are left for their use, — a matter which the
inhabitants strongly remonstrate against, and have
enlisted the Earl of Derby on their side; it is not
unlikely that some at least of the open spaces, which
are now regarded with such greedy eyes by the
engineers, may be spared to the inhabitants.

1. Probably a reference to proposal by the Great Eastern Railway and
the Metropolitan Railway to have a joint terminus in Finsbury Circus.
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From the RCHS Photographic Collection No 18

Print RAC 40/16

Another unlabelled print from the Ray Cook collection, taken by himself at an unknown date.  Subsequent
views on the negative strip are of the Salterhebble–Halifax branch of the Calder & Hebble Canal.  Obviously
in the same Pennine area, with a railway line on this side of the valley (three tracks visible, posibly four
tracks) and a canal bridge in the bottom of the valley.  If you can identify the location or provide information
about the view, pleas contact Stephen Duffell, Hillcroft, Ford, Shrewsbury, SY5 9LZ, or telephone 01743-
851154 (weekends) or 01625-514828 (office hours), or e-mail stephen.duffell@syngenta.com.

No 17:  RAC 138  (July 2002, page 82)

This is another view of Cudworth station, this station
having appeared before as number 4 in this series in
the November 1997 edition of the Journal.  On that
occasion it showed the original Hull & Barnsley
(H&BR) platform and station building.  This view is
of Cudworth, Midland Railway, looking north.  The
single storey H&BR building that featured previously
is visible to the right of the carriages, and was used
for that Company’s passenger trains up until
2 October1905, the footbridge connecting the
Midland and H&BR stations being just visible.  After
that date the H&BR passenger trains used the outer
face of the island platform where the coaches are
standing.

The original station was opened to passengers by
the North Midland Railway on 1 July 1840, and lay

slightly to the north of this station.  The date of closure
of the original and its replacement by this one is not
given in Clinker’s Register.  When built these stations
served Barnsley and were so named, but with the
opening of the line to that town, became Cudworth
in the October 1854 timetable.  Cudworth closed to
goods traffic on 4 May 1964 (Midland) and 31 May
1965 (H&B), and to all traffic on 1 January 1968.

The three signals on the island platform read from
left to right, up slow to Chapeltown, up slow to up
main, and up slow to up goods (the up slow changes
to the up goods there).  The date is the 1950s in early
BR days.

My thanks to John Edgington and Gordon Biddle
for their comments on this photograph.
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John Eric Norris, 1922–2002
John Norris was born in St John’s, Worcester on 2 May 1922.  His training in accountancy was
interrupted by the war of 1939-45, during which he served in the Army on home defence duties in
the Birmingham area.  After the war John completed his examinations and developed his career in
London, retiring as chief accountant of Rediffusion.
John joined the Railway Club in 1951 and the RCHS (as member no 187) in 1957.  He performed
many services for our Society.  He served on Council and the Managing Committee for many years
and was elected President for 1972–74.  He was Chairman of the London Group from 1967 to 1988,
during which time he organised several AGM weekends.  The Group committee met at his flat
overlooking the focal point of another of his interests, Lords Cricket Ground.

As a research historian, John was thorough and resourceful and generously passed on notes of
sources that he came across that were useful to fellow researchers.  The Society benefited from his
ability to translate knowledge into narrative, publishing two books, The Bristol & South Wales
Union Railway (1985) and The Stratford & Moreton Tramway (1987), as well as occasional articles
in the Journal, notably on the Tewkesbury & Malvern Railway (1987) and the early railways to
Oxford (1991).  These indicate his versatility; the T&MR is one of those railways which challenge
the historian because none of its records survive.  He contributed sections to two canal histories in
which a railway was a significant element, Waterways to Stratford (1962) and The Hereford &
Gloucester Canal (1979).  In a fine review of GWR development in the early twentieth century,
Edwardian Enterprise (1987), he contributed most of the text.

It is unfortunate that two great subjects upon which John spent much time never proceeded to
publication under his hand.  His work on the Oxford, Worcester & Wolverhampton Railway was
overtaken by another account, while that on the Severn Navigation had to be laid aside due to slowly
failing health, although a great amount of the research and compilation had been done.

In his nature John was urbane, helpful, polished in manner and, in the universal view of those who
knew him, both a gentle man and a gentleman. That is the extent of our loss.

Harry Paar

Anthony Robert Warren, 1944–2002
Tony Warren died on 26 June after a short fight against cancer.  He was one of those fortunate
people who enjoyed working for the railways as well as an absorbing interest in their history.  His
career began in 1961 in the Regional Establishment & Staff Officer’s department at Paddington and
from then on he worked entirely in what was then called ‘staff’, later ‘personnel’, management,
becoming a member of the Institute of Administration and Institute of Personnel Management.
Promotion took him to Wimbledon, Purley, Beckenham, Croydon, BR Headquarters at Marylebone
and then, in 1981, to Dover as the last personnel manager of British Rail Hovercraft Ltd.  Following
this he was Divisional Staff Officer of the South Eastern Division at Beckenham until the divisions
were abolished in 1984.  From there he returned to BR HQ as Personnel Services Manager until
taking early retirement at privatisation in 1996.  He wryly observed that in his last three posts he was
involved in winding up the organisation that employed him.

Tony was a keen supporter of the Society, serving for a time on the London Group committee and
then, from 1991 until this year, as Research Officer.  He was a careful and assiduous researcher, as
those who are fortunate to have a copy of his privately-circulated Register of British Railway
Companies to refer to will know. He was actively supported in this by Rose, his wife, to whom we
extend our condolences. Grahame Boyes
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Correspondence

Electrical haulage on British canals
Mr J H Boyes, in his interesting article on the Lee
Navigation, is quite wrong in one aspect: ‘No
canal in Britain adopted electric haulage.’ (RCHS
Journal, July 2002, page 109)  The North Staf-
fordshire Railway and its successor, the London,
Midland & Scottish Railway, used electric haulage
through Harecastle Tunnel for some 40 years, and
this is well documented.  The Railway Magazine
for July 1914 gives a clear account of the
installation five months before it was operational.
This was followed by a similar article in the
Railway & Travel Monthly for August 1918.  The
NSR aspect is dealt with in The North Stafford-
shire Railway by ‘Manifold’ in 1952.  There are
excellent photographs taken in 1953 in The Trent
& Mersey Canal by Peter Lead.  Perhaps the best
accounts appear in Waterways World in July 1977
by M G Fell and in our own Journal in July 1978
(pages 62–65) by Peter K Roberts.

The electric tug was brought into use on 30
November 1914.  The wire rope was laid on the
bed of the tunnel; the tug carried two drums, round
which the rope was wound, and these were rotated
by two electric motors, which provided propulsion.
The were powered by batteries carried on a second
boat.  Another tug was soon added, allowing one
in service and one on charge.  Traffic on the canal
was increasing at that time so the LMSR decided
on installing a more efficient system.  An overhead
wire was suspended from the roof of the tunnel
and current was collected by a tramway type
trolley pole on the tug and fed to the motors.  This
came into us in 1931.  Unfortunately, declining
traffic led to deterioration of the boats and elec-
trical machinery and the service was discontinued
in 1953.

To say nothing about the electric battery tugs
through Standedge Tunnel!

Arthur Barnett
Shipment of salt
I note a reference on page 89 of the July Journal
to salt in boatload quantities being dispatched from
Weston works to Uppingham.  This seems strange,
as the nearest canal basin to Uppingham was at
Oakham, the terminus of the Oakham Canal, about
seven miles from Uppingham.

I wonder whether there is a connection with an
application to the Oakham Canal Committee in
1836 by Messrs Morris, the leading local

The Gresley family motto
(RCHS Journal, July 2002, page 122)

The Gresley family motto, Meliore Fide quam
Fortuna, can be literally translated ‘With better
faith than fortune’.  Hence the version given,
‘More faithful than fortunate’, is reasonably

acceptable.  The other suggestions given by Mr
Hughes are rather less so.  A rather briefer
rendering would be ‘More loyal than lucky’.

The metrical structure of Meliore Fide quam
Fortuna certainly suggests an origin in Latin epic
or elegiac verse.  However, so far I have been
unable to find such a provenance.

Duncan McLeish

I put Geoffrey Hughes’s question about the
Gresley family motto to my sister, Mrs Catherine
Coleman, who is a Latin scholar now living in
Geelong, Australia.  Her suggested translation of
Meliore Fide quam Fortuna is ‘Better by Faith
than by Fortune’.  She also comments that she
doesn’t believe it to be a quotation and that it is
more likely to have been ‘created’ for the family.

Tim Edmonds

I always think that mottoes are difficult to translate
with any certainty as they are so abbreviated.
Looking at Meliore Fide quam Fortuna, it seems
to me that ‘Faith is better than Fortune’ (that is,
‘Trust to your Faith rather than to Luck’) is the
most likely meaning.  Meliore, Fide and Fortuna
are all in the ablative case and so are an Ablative
Absolute without a participle, as there is not a
present participle in the verb ‘to be’ in Latin.

I have looked at the texts of Horace and Catullus
which I possess and have looked at the references
in Lewis & Short’s Latin Dictionary but can find
no reference to the phrase.  This does not prove
that neither of them wrote it but it seems to me to
be more likely to refer to the Christian Faith and so
would be post-Classical Latin.

Pauline Wheeler
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the LTB, whose successor, LUL is now responsible
for their maintenance, but in the run up to segrega-
tion, as John Hibbs reported, the maintenance was
carried out by the ER on LT’s behalf to the then
current LT standards.

LT and its predecessors had inherited some
rather cheaply built formations and track, and in
the post-war period had raised its standards in
many areas, and these included specifying a high
quality limestone ballast.  This may well have been
more costly than what the ER was still applying to
some of its local lines, but it was certainly very
much cheaper than the grades of (often granite)
ballast now applying to new or replacement work
on important main lines.

In fact, many BR people always spoke very
deprecatingly of LT track, while conversely, many
LT people used to say the same about the local
tracks belonging to BR which were used by
Underground trains, in particular the DC ‘New’
line north of Queens Park, and also the Richmond
branch.  The last has recently been transformed.

A further point not always appreciated is that
while Underground maximum speeds are lower,
the trains are more frequent and they are not
always very much lighter.  In any case they usually
have a higher proportion of motored axles (where
the unsprung weight is much higher than on
trailing axles whatever the vehicle weight), so that
the incidence of repeat loading cycles resulting is
far higher.

Incidentally, John is wrong in saying that the
slow lines (the now LUL lines) lay ‘either side’ of
the BR tracks.  In fact the four tracks are ‘paired
by use’ rather than ‘paired by direction’, and the
two LUL tracks both lie on the north side of the
two LTS tracks.

Gordon Hafter

John Hibbs refers to the condition of the perma-
nent way on the District Line and London, Tilbury
& Southend (LTS) lines in the 1960s.  Until the
25kv electrification of the LTS in 1962, the
operational control and the revenue of the District
Line services was in the hands of the LTS, LMS,
BR(LMR)and finally BR(ER).  As far as the ‘main
line’ was concerned the westbound and eastbound
District Line, which were on the north side of the
LTS from Campbell Road Junction to Upminster,
were treated as the Up and Down Slow Lines.
There was a double track junction from the LTS
onto the District Line at Campbell Road, a further

The London Underground and the
National Railways
(RCHS Journal, July 2002, page 122)
John Hibbs raises a question on the track standards
adopted by the then London Transport Board for
the two tracks used by their trains alongside the
London, Tilbury & Southend (LTS) line between
Campbell Road Junction and Upminster.

At that time, the whole of the LTS was still
vested in British Railways, which had been formed
from the Railway Executive, whose predecessors
(the LTSR, then the MR and finally the LMS) had
themselves electrified two of their four tracks for
use by Underground trains as well as their own, to
Barking in 1908, and on to Upminster in 1932.

By the beginning of the 1960s, there was already
a wish inside LT to take over the operation and
maintenance of the local tracks, which by then
were being used almost exclusively by LT trains,
although connections to and from the fast roads
were still in use, as were connections from these
electrified tracks to a number of private sidings.  It
was felt by many LT people that running an
intensive close headway Metro service reliably
was not compatible with interworking with main-
line fast trains and goods trains.  (The Under-
ground service on the Met main line or on the
Richmond, Wimbledon and Harrow & Wealdstone
lines is not nearly so intense and does not raise the
same problems.)  The short headways operated
ideally need different signalling arrangements than
are required for non-stopping main-line trains, or
(the then) unbraked freights.

Eventually, aided by the wish to avoid the costs
and complications of dual electrification (25Kv
ohle and 600vDC 4th rail), agreement was reached
for the segregation of the tracks as a part of the
LTS electrification programme, with rearrange-
ment of the tracks and fly-overs/dive-unders to
provide cross-platform interchange without
conflicting moves at Barking.  Re-location of the
District’s ‘Little Ilford Sidings’ to a new location
east of Barking was included in the scheme.

However, it was not until 1969 that the two
‘local’ (now ‘LUL’) tracks were actually vested in

merchants, for space for salt on the Oakham wharf.
The Oakham Canal closed in 1847, having been
bought by the Midland Railway.

David Tew
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point of view, been treated as a southerly extension
of the M66 which runs from south from Bury to
Middleton.

The northern and north-western part of the
Manchester ring road from Middleton to Eccles
had long been part of the M62 Trans-Pennine
motorway from Hull to Liverpool.  The intro-
duction of the M60 number had the effect of
severing the M62 into two distinct sections, one
from Hull to Middleton and one from Eccles to
Liverpool.

The southerly section of the Manchester ring
road from Eccles through Stockport to Denton had
previously been numbered M63.  This section
included one of the earliest motorways in England,
the Stretford–Eccles by-pass including the Barton
High Level Bridge over the Manchester Ship
Canal.  The Stretford–Eccles by-pass had origi-
nally been numbered M62 but was redesignated
M63 on the opening of what is now the M62
towards Liverpool.  The Stretford–Eccles section
now carries its third different number.

This renumbering resulted in the number M63
disappearing whilst the M66 remains in a truncated
form from the M60/M62 junction at Middleton
north towards Bury.

The secondary effect of the creation of the single
number M60 was the need to renumber the
junctions on the Manchester ring road.  This
initially caused motorists some confusion and both
old and new junction numbers were displayed on
signs for some time.  However, the junction
numbers on the section formerly numbered M62
were largely retained.

This numbering of the M60 ring road brought
Manchester into line with the M25 Orbital Motor-
way around London. One wonders how long the
current situation around Birmingham, where the
ring road is made up of sections numbered M5,
M6 and M42, can continue.  Perhaps the coming
of the M6 toll motorway now under construction
bypassing the M6 on the northern side of Birming-
ham will be used as an opportunity to designate the
current Birmingham ring road with a single
number?  One can well see the M6 number being
applied solely to the new toll road with the object
of ensuring that most traffic is diverted from the
old congested M6 onto the new road.

Frank Shackleton

Road numbering: Manchester Outer Ring
Road
I read with interest the article on British Road
Numbering (RCHS Journal, July 2002, page 92).

One of the largest and more interesting Motor-
way renumberings has been the recent designation
of the Manchester Outer Ring Road as M60.  This
was carried out at a cost of millions of pounds by
renumbering the M63 and parts of M62 and M66.
This required new signage not only on the motor-
ways themselves but on all surrounding roads.

This redesignation was carried out prior to the
opening of the last section of the Manchester ring
road on the eastern side of Manchester between
Middleton and Denton.  This latter section,
planned in the 1960s and which took over thirty
years to materialise, had always, from a numbering

north to east junction at Bromley by Bow, for
L&NW-routed traffic of the North London Line,
further crossovers Slow to Fast at Abbey Mills,
Upton Park, Plaistow, enabling traffic to transfer
between the Up Yard on the south of the LTS and
the Down Yard on the north side of the Down Slow
(that is, eastbound District).  There were further
junctions at East Ham, and of course the great flat
junctions at Barking where the traffic from
Stratford and the Tottenham & Forest Gate Joint,
bound for industrial North Thameside and Tilbury
Docks, joined the Up and Down Slow lines, ran
through Barking Station and crossed the Up and
Down Fast lines at the east end of the station.
There were further junctions all the way to
Upminster, as well as a goods yard at Barking, and
a private siding at Dagenham for May & Bakers,
both served off the Down Slow line.

The 25kv electrification of the LTS meant the
complete separation, operationally and commer-
cially, of the District and LTS lines; all these
junctions were removed, and depots and yards
closed.  The new ballast observed by John Hibbs
was put in by BR engineers during the severance
process, but once completed all further mainte-
nance was carried out by LT, after all they now had
the revenue!  They also for the first time could not
blame BR for late running on the westbound
services, which had previously been well justified.

Basil Tellwright
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Clapham station?

The unidentified photograph which you published
on page 52 of your March 2002 issue [RCHS
Photographic Collection no 16, JGS 242] has been
identified on page 136 of your July issue as being
Clapham station on the Midland Railway in North
Yorkshire.  I’m sorry, but I think this is wrong.  I
am enclosing several photographs which I took
myself on Friday afternoon, 21 July 1967.  These
quite definitely are of Clapham station, and all of
them show a location which is very different from
your picture.  I am sorry I cannot help with
identifying where your photo actually is, but I am
certain it is not Clapham.

I spent an hour at Clapham that day watching
some shunting in the sidings at the junction just
north of Clapham station.  At that time the branch
to Ingleton had recently been abandoned and the
track was being lifted.  My photographs show that
the two platforms were alongside each other, not
staggered, there were only two tracks through the
station, not four, the footbridge steps rise at a
much steeper angle, the cladding panels on the
bridge are a different design, there is a signal
gantry alongside the bridge which your photo does
not show, the building on the platform is a very
different design, and there is no sign of the
building off to the left which your picture shows.

It was thought that your photo was taken
between 1935–39.  This was thirty years before I

was there, and hence, if a lot of very drastic things
had happened, and absolutely everything had been
altered, then I suppose the identification could be
right after all.  But would there have been any real
need to alter anything at all in a remote rural area
such as this?

John Gillham

My apologies to Mr Gillham for the misspelling of
his name when his book, The Waterloo & City
Railway, was reviewed in the July 2002 issue
(page 132).  —  Editor

Above: The unidentified photo (JGS 42), as
published in the March 2002 issue.

Below: Clapham station, 21 July 1967, with
45193 (nearest the camera) and 45327
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Selfcoupling device

Could any member can solve a family puzzle by
giving any information about the self-coupling
device or the men shown in the photograph?  An
elderly relative, now deceased, said that his father
had played with a model of the device when he
was about 8 to 10 years old.  My family lived in
Manchester from 1881 and at Liverpool prior to
that.

It is not known whether the elderly relative was
referring to his paternal or maternal grandfather as

being in the photograph; if the former, his name
was Thomas Wood, but if it was the latter, his
name is not known.

The picture was taken by George Mitchell,
photographer, who was at 137 Lewisham High
Street from 1884–92. Was Mitchell an itinerant
photographer, I wonder?

After seeing many types in the Science Museum,
I wrote enclosing a copy of the picture; they
replied that neither they nor the National Railway
Museum at York had seen one like it.

Jeanne Albion
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Reviews

Such was the importance attached to the publication
of Dr Gourvish’s business history of the first 25 years
of British Railways that no less than 7½ pages were
devoted to its review in the July 1987 and March
1988 issues of the Journal.  Now we welcome the
sequel, again by Terry Gourvish, now director of the
Business History Unit at the London School of
Economics, who delivered the Society’s Clinker
Lecture in 1987.  This second volume covers the
remaining years up to the date when BR ceased to
have any responsibility for train operation.  (For legal
reasons, the last remnant of the British Railways
Board still exists as BRB (Residuary) Ltd and it could
be many more years before it can be abolished.)

There is an immense literature on the history of
British Railways: works on BR generally, supported
by detailed studies of its various activities, compo-
nents and physical assets, supported in turn by data
books of chronological, numerical and technical
minutiae.  Gourvish’s history stands at the apex of
this pyramid, for it reveals what was happening at
the top-most level of the organisation; it is a history
of BR commissioned by, and based largely on the
records of, the British Railways Board.  The other
principal source frequently quoted is a series of inter-
views conducted by the author with Board members,
senior BR officers, government ministers, civil
servants, union leaders and transport journalists.  It
concentrates on the issues that exercised the Board,
particularly those that affected its relations with
government.  The records of the BR Headquarters,
Regions, business sectors and subsidiary businesses
have not been used, so more detailed matters dealt
with at this level are only mentioned if they impacted
on the Board.  There are only two very brief
references to the Passenger Transport Executives,
for example.

This volume is divided into four parts.  Part 1 deals
with the years under Labour governments, 1974–9.
Richard Marsh was the BRB Chairman until 1976,
followed by (Sir) Peter Parker.  These were years of
frustration for railway managers, living in what
Parker characterised as ‘a state of perpetual audit’;
in the years 1976–8 the government itself or

British Rail 1974-97: from integration to privatisation
— Terry Gourvish, research by Mike Anson
xxix+705pp, 233x154mm, 62 photographs, 13 cartoons, 23 figures, 70 tables in text, 29 appendices, hardback, Oxford
University Press, 2002, ISBN 0 19 925005 7, £50.00

government-appointed bodies were publishing major
policy documents on BR specifically or nationalised
industries generally at an average rate of nearly one
every two months (see table 2.4).  The outstandingly
successful High Speed Trains (HSTs) were
introduced during this period, but generally the level
of investment was worrying, giving rise to a
‘crumbling edge of quality’, another of Parker’s
memorable phrases.  The Channel Tunnel project was
cancelled in 1975.

Part 2 covers the 1980s, the Thatcher years (she
was Prime Minister from 1979 to 1990).  Parker
continued as chairman until 1983.  One of his notable
achievements, not mentioned by Gourvish, was to
transform the public image of BR, not least in the
way that it was represented in the press.  This fed
through into relations with the Department of
Transport and the government.  Much of this must
be credited to Parker himself, who was indefatigable
in using his public relations skills to promote what
BR was seeking to achieve, speaking virtually daily
at one public forum or another and often two or three
times a day.  He showed BR how to accept criticism
and complaints and turn them to advantage.  Without
the support of press and public, the Serpell Report
might not have been derailed and the consequence
could have been line closures far more draconian
than anything envisaged by Beeching.

He was succeeded by Bob Reid I (Sir Robert Reid)
who saw out the rest of the decade and retired in
1990.  He was only the second career railwaymen to
be appointed to this position and his period of office
is regarded by many railwaymen as the golden age
of British Railways.  The 1980s saw considerable
improvements in productivity and in BR’s financial
performance, with passenger traffic growing to its
highest level since 1960, InterCity and Railfreight
achieving financial viability and the need for financial
support for Network SouthEast and Provincial
passenger services being halved.  As a result BR
enjoyed a much better relationship with the
Conservative government than with the previous
Labour government, in spite of Mrs Thatcher’s
legendary antipathy.  The Treasury agreed to
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increasing levels of investment, notably in the
electrification of the East Coast Main Line and in
new generations of electric and diesel multiple-unit
trains.  Passenger closures effectively came to an end;
instead stations were re-opened and passenger
services re-introduced.  The Channel Tunnel project
was resurrected.

Much of the impetus for this resurgence sprang
from the introduction in 1982 of sector management,
under which control of costs — and hence
responsibility for the ‘bottom line’ — was progres-
sively transferred to the five business sectors
(InterCity, Network SouthEast, Provincial, Rail-
freight and Parcels) and sub-sectors.  This was aided
by the advance of computer technology that permitted
the development of much-improved management
information systems.  Gourvish seems reluctant to
accept the full significance of sector management,
dwelling on the difficulties encountered during its
introduction rather than those of the previous
management structure that it overcame (pp148–50).
Yet he does not otherwise explain the bulk of the
major productivity improvements during the decade
(see p187).

Part 3 covers 1990 to 1994, the year when the
privatisation of BR began to be implemented.  Bob
Reid II (Sir Bob Reid) was chairman almost
throughout.  This was a period of increasing uncer-
tainty and difficulty for BR.  The golden age had
already become tarnished even before the end of the
1980s.  This began with the Clapham Junction
disaster on 12 December 1988, followed by a series
of lesser accidents, that demolished the industry’s
belief that it knew how to manage safety; an entire
chapter is devoted to the massive effort put into
rebuilding a new safety culture.  Just as BR had
benefited from economic growth in the 1980s, its
revenue now suffered from the deep economic
recession of 1989–93.  Privatisation proposals were
becoming a serious distraction.  Nevertheless,
investment was at first maintained, even when the
Channel Tunnel-related works are excluded.  The
service quality improvements achieved in the later
1980s were generally maintained (see Appendix J3).
The Organising for Quality initiative (its abbreviation
was written as ‘OfQ’, but pronounced ‘O for Q’,
which had to be said carefully) completed the sector
management re-organisation by bringing the civil and
signalling engineering functions within its scope and
abolishing the Regions, yielding further productivity
improvements.  However, the final changes coincided
with the unexpected election victory of John Major

on a manifesto that included railway privatisation.
Benefits were starting to appear, even on the
notorious London, Tilbury & Southend line, when
the new organisation was overtaken by the upheavals
of the privatisation preparations.  The Channel
Tunnel opened in 1994.

Part 4 deals in some detail with the processes
leading up to privatisation, from the beginning of
the debate within the Conservative party in 1981 to
the Government’s announcement in 1992 and the
implementation during 1994–7.  Because of
subsequent events, readers may find this part to be
of greatest interest.  The author found no evidence
in either the public or private record that the Board
opposed privatisation per se.  Whilst it strongly
resisted any break-up of the railway, it accepted that
it should conscientiously implement Government
decisions.  The upheaval created by the complex form
of privatisation decided upon by the Government was
very disruptive.  Much of the OfQ re-organisation
had to be put into reverse.  Vast quantities of legal
documentation had to be prepared for the sale or
franchise of more than a hundred businesses into
which BR was split, including the 198 contracts
required to govern the relationships between the new
operating companies and Railtrack.  Many senior
managers had to be diverted from the normal
priorities to undertake the preparatory work.  The
costs of this must have been considerable.  The author
doesn’t discuss the extent of the link between this
and the massive reduction in investment and
operating expenditure in 1993/4, but the 18½%
reduction in expenditure on track maintenance looks
suspiciously like diversion of funds to pay for the
privatisation preparations.  That year is often
misleadingly used as a base for subsequent compari-
sons with levels of post-privatisation expenditure on
infrastructure.

It is instructive to compare the privatisation of BR
with the ‘Field’ re-organisation that was in progress
when this volume opens.  With some embarrassment
the latter was wisely abandoned, because of the costly
complexities of implementing it and the distraction
from running the railway that it would cause at all
levels of management.  Following this experience,
the Board decided to proceed in incremental steps,
each tested and digested before proceeding to the
next; the successful introduction of sector
management was spread over a decade.  Privatisation,
which was far more complex, was pushed through
with ‘something approaching frenetic activity both
within the Board and in Whitehall’.  Did it ever stand
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Broad Street, Birmingham — Norman Bartlam
126pp, A5, 200 b&w photographs, maps, paperback, Sutton Publishing, Phoenix Mill, Thrupp, Stroud, Gloucestershire
GL5 2BU, 2002, ISBN  0 7509 2874 3, £9.99.

a chance of success?
It is, of course, Gourvish’s analysis of the issues

that gives the book its special interest and authority.
He acknowledges the danger of giving undue
emphasis to the negative side of the story — the
difficulties, drawbacks and failures — because this
is what the Board’s internal records inevitably focus
on.  Yet this is what he often does, which sometimes
makes his acknowledgement of the positive
achievements seem niggardly.  For example, at least
ten times as many words are devoted to the failure
of the Advanced Passenger Train as to the success
of the HSTs.  The general reader may find the treat-
ment of more arcane matters, such as corporate
planning, investment appraisal and project manage-
ment, to be rather opaque, because their significance
is not always clearly explained.  The reference to the
Eccles report on the appalling fatality statistics of
trackside maintenance staff on p347 is an example.
It advocated the abolition of the traditional high-risk
practice of permanent way and signalling staff
working ‘between trains’ on tracks open to traffic,
protected only by a lookout-man; this was to be
replaced by methods that provided a demarcated
physical separation between men and track or their
protection by the signalman.  Its effectiveness in
saving lives has probably been greater than the much-

debated automatic train protection ever will be.
‘Recommendations were made to heighten awareness
and improve procedures’ does not do it justice.  As
the trade unions have had such an impact on the
fortunes of BR, the general reader, particularly if also
a commuter, might feel that this should have been
given the same degree of analysis as, say, safety.

However, these are minor points.  This is a truly
monumental work that sets in context the rest of the
literature pyramid and must be read by anyone seek-
ing to understand the history of Britain’s railways in
the last quarter of the twentieth century or, indeed,
the state of the railways in the early years of the
twenty-first.  We must be grateful to the BRB for its
vision in sponsoring it.  The overall conclusion must
be that Dr Gourvish has judged fairly the record of
the Board and those who are proud to have served it;
and, having taken pains to reveal all the warts too,
he cannot be accused of not presenting the full
picture.  He ends with the question ‘As privatisation
develops, what has been lost organisationally (and
possibly financially) becomes clearer. ... Was it really
worth all the trouble and risk to dismantle what the
two Bob Reids erected?’  As time goes on it is becom-
ing less likely that anyone will wish to debate it.

GRAHAME BOYES

Birmingham features strongly in the history of both
the canals and railways of our  country.  There is a
major thoroughfare which is the western approach
to the city, now called Broad Street but previously
called Pig Lane.  This intriguing book is its pictorial
history.  Between its covers it exemplifies the whole
history of the city built upon commercial and civic
enterprise over two hundred years.  The Worcester
& Birmingham Canal plays an accompaniment
throughout the length of the street on the southern
side.  The Birmingham Canal and its plethora of
basins play a forte contrapuntal theme at its city end
and the L&NWR in the same constricted area comes
in with strident tunes in the bass with its tunnels
driving west from New Street station towards the
Black Country.

We sometimes forget what was going on at the
same time as the construction and hectic early use of
the railways and canals which are our main interest.
This book puts these things in their perspective with
the stark clarity of contemporary images.  We see
not only the birth and growth of what became major
businesses in Birmingham, Cadburys, perhaps the
greatest born in Broad Street, but also the life of the
people.  The children of the area really did go
barefoot throughout the period and until well into
living memory.

This book is an essential piece of close background
for all of Birmingham’s urban transport historians.
Most other towns and cities have the story of their
own major thoroughfares like Broad Street waiting
to be researched and written. MARTIN BARNES
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the Mersey & Irwell Navigation.  It does not appear
on the map or the chronology and scarcely in the
text.  The guide is based on a set of useful maps and
is described from the basis of a boat trip on the
waterway.  Notes on car parks and transport links
appear in the text to help the towpath walker.

The author looks forward to a ‘second edition’.  If
one comes we must hope that there is more still for
walkers and an index to help make the book more
usable. TONY CONDER

The Route of the Flying Scotsman — B W L Brooksbank
viii + 178pp, 293x203mm, 202 b&w photographs, 2 plans, paperback, Arcturus Press, The Manse, Fleet Hargate,
Lincolnshire PE12 8LL, 2002, ISBN 0 907322 80 8, £24.95 (post free).

The title page, but not the cover, indicates that the
present work forms part two of Triumph & Beyond:
The East Coast Main Line, 1939–1959 which was
published in 1998 but received poor distribution and
was subsequently remaindered.  Despite beginning
at Chapter Seven, this book does not depend on the
earlier volume, although it can be appreciated fully
only by those with route maps and track plans.  A set
of detailed appendices and a republication of part
one will appear shortly.

The route between Kings Cross and Edinburgh as
it was in 1939 is described in seventeen well-
illustrated sections, each with footnotes.  Trackwork,
sidings, junctions, railway structures and local

services are described at each centre of interest, and
alterations to the way and structures over the
following twenty years are then discussed.  Later
chapters cover locomotive depots and their
allocations together with locomotives and passenger
stock in use 1939–1959.

This is a work for reference rather than continuous
reading, which is less idiosyncratic than its more
handsome predecessor, although the comprehensive
index has a rather unorthodox structure.  Dr Brooks-
bank deserves congratulations for overcoming his
earlier setback to produce a useful work.  At the price
and format it seems unlikely to become a best seller.

DENNIS  HADLEY

The Duke’s Cut — Cyril J Wood
128pp, 235x165mm, 150 photographs, softback, Tempus Publishing, The Mill, Brimscombe Port, Stroud, Gloucestershire
GL55 2QG, 2002, ISBN 7524 2371 1, £12.00.

This will be a useful book for those adding a first
and only book on the Bridgewater Canal to their
library.  It claims to be both a history and a guide to
the waterway and the author warns that his book
concentrates on the ‘mechanics’ of the canal ‘without
the encumbrance of facts which the reader usually
skips’.  Like all guides, it will date and RCHS readers
may find facts more interesting than does the author.
The main history of the waterway is covered with a
light touch.  One omission is the part in the story of

Branch Lines to Henley Windsor and Marlow — Vic Mitchell & Keith Smith
96pp, 235x170mm, 129 illustrations, 22 maps, 1 diagram, hardback, Middleton Press, Easebourne Lane, Midhurst,
West Sussex GU29 9AZ, 2002, ISBN 1 901706 77 X, £13.95 (p&p included).

The long heritage of this and other series from this
publisher shows the demand for basic pictorial
histories of the railway systems of a given locality.
This title will meet this demand for the four branches
it covers (the fourth, absent from the book title, is
Maidenhead to High Wycombe) but it is let down in
other ways.  The maps are uneven in quality and
usefulness, not helped by two being cropped short.
The same unevenness can be levelled at photographic
reproduction, even allowing for the rarity of the
earlier views, and the eye of faith is needed to see
some of the features mentioned in the captions.  The
passenger and goods statistics for each station are

interesting but, without interpretation, have little
meaning.

Given the royal connections of the Windsor branch,
the boating ones of Henley and the sylvan countryside
through which all four branches passed, there is a
sense of missed opportunities.  Against this one must
balance the interest of what is present.  Photograph
105 (why are there no page numbers?) of Loudwater
is a gem of the genre and there are others of similar
charm and historical value.  Not for the expert, but
an ideal gift for anyone with a passing interest in the
transport history of this part of the Thames Valley.

WILLIAM FEATHERSTONE
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LMS Journal Number One — Bob Essery (edr)
80pp, 275x215mm, 85 photographs, 17 diagrams, 1 map, paperback, Wild Swan Publications Ltd, 1–3 Hagbourne
Road, Didcot, Oxfordshire OX11 8DP, 2002, ISBN 1 874103 71 2, £9.95.

Only one significant criticism can be made against
this volume (there is an error in turntable dimensions
on page 41 and splitting an article across non
consecutive pages is an irritant that should have been
avoided).  Although the first one in, it is to be hoped,
a long series it contains part 2 of an article.  Part 1
was in a preview volume and not making this part of
the series seems a mistake that will trouble biblio-
philes and researchers in future years.

This publisher has a proven track record of main-
taining the quality of a serial from year to year
(Midland Record) so the auguries for the LMS Jour-
nal are excellent.  The introduction reminds us that

this enterprise was at one time the largest joint stock
company in the world.  The range and diversity of
its business interests and railway practises and equip-
ment were immense.  This is reflected in the contents
of the first volume.  New research on train reporting
numbers, the start of a clear and expert exposition of
LMS signalling design, and the warmly human
account of a stationmaster’s life at Hawes are just
three of the excellent articles contained in it.  Matched
by historically fascinating illustrations with excellent
quality of reproduction, and reasonably priced, no
one interested in the LMS can afford to be without a
copy. WILLIAM FEATHERSTONE

Back Track Special Issue No. 2: The London & North Eastern Railway
— Michael Blakemore (editor)
96pp, A4, 120 b&w photographs, 30 colour plates, 1 map, 4 diagrams, 24 tables, paperback, Atlantic Publishers,
Trevithick House, West End, Penryn, Cornwall TR10 8HE, 2001, 1 902827 04 X, £14.99.

This magazine-style publication contains an inter-
esting collection of articles on aspects of the LNER,
albeit with a heavy emphasis on locomotives and train
working.  Devolved management and relative penury
ensured that many characteristics of the LNER’s
constituents remained until nationalisation and
beyond.  A valuable contribution by Keith Fenwick
on the Northern Scottish Area (the former GNSR),
shows clearly how the autonomy of  one of these
was only gradually (and then only partially) eroded

in the inter-war years.  The collection has a distinct
bias towards Scotland and the GE and GN sections;
the GCR only figures in the shape of LD&ECR coal
traffic and the NER gets even shorter shrift with a
brief piece on (oddly) the construction of Bramhope
Tunnel.  Illustrations, plentiful and largely unfamiliar,
are mainly restricted to front three-quarter views of
locomotives (many in BR days) and some, especially
those drawn from the Colour Rail archive, over-
enlarged.  The articles were evidently specially

Double Headed — Colin G Maggs
138pp, 270x200mm, 123 illustrations, 2 maps, 4 plans, hardback, Sutton Publishing Ltd, Phoenix Mill, Thrupp, Stroud,
Gloucestershire GL5 2BU, 2002, ISBN 0 7509 2815 8, £20.00.

This is another offering from the prolific pen of Colin
G Maggs, featuring reminiscences of two enginemen
employed on the railway during the age of steam.
Their stories, illustrated by many revealing and
sometimes rare photographs give an insight into the
running of the railways between the 1920s and the
1950s and their working conditions.  They recall the
excitement, the frustrations, the dangers and the
discomfort of their work, their experiences being
representative of those of thousands of others.  Both
men started work as teenagers as cleaners, working
their way through the system until they were passed

as drivers.
The years of the Second World War and the railway

experiences of the two men during the long years of
conflict are covered in some depth, giving a view
into the past and into the way which men such as
these helped to keep one of the major transport
systems of the country functioning.  The stories are
brought up to the end of the working lives of Bill
Bagnall and Bob Ford, providing, as well as an
interesting social history, an overview of how the
railways were really worked.  An informative and
often amusing book. RODNEY HARTLEY
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Westbury to Taunton — Vic Mitchell & Keith Smith
96pp, 235x170mm, 121 photographs, 22 maps and track plans, hardback, Middleton Press, Easebourne Lane, Midhurst,
West Sussex GU29 9AZ, 2002, ISBN 1 901706 76 1, £13.95.

This is a book in the usual Middleton press format,
in its ‘Western Main Lines’ series.  From the
historian’s point of view this is an interesting stretch
of railway in that a 1906 ‘cut-off’ line linked a
secondary route with a branch line to create a new
trunk railway.  The book’s historical section is too
short to go into this in detail.  The reason for the two
lines west of Athelney is not explained, neither is
the inclusion of Durston but not Lyng Halt.  But it is

the photographs and the maps that will appeal to
readers.  These provide a valuable record of the
design and location of several stations that are now
long gone.  Some views show them under
construction in 1905–6.  Photographs show a good
variety of content and date, with more diesels than
steam engines.  Signalbox dates are given and some
station statistics and specimen tickets.

ALLAN BRACKENBURY

This is another volume in the familiar ‘Western Main
Lines’ series, consisting of photographs from various
dates, old large scale maps, a brief historical intro-
duction, various statistics and snippets of informa-
tion.  The book is up to Middleton’s usual standards.
Photographs show a rich variety of motive power:
most are reasonably modern yet are already dated,
and there are some interesting historic illustrations.

The Yorkshire Ouse Navigation — Mike Taylor
128pp, 235x165mm, 202 b&w photographs and other illustrations, Tempus Publishing, The Mill, Brimscombe Port,
Stroud, Gloucestershire GL55 2QG, 2002, ISBN 0 7524 2369 X, £12.00.

To add to previous similar volumes on the Don and
Trent, Mike Taylor turns his attention to the Yorkshire
Ouse, which stretches from Trent Falls to York and
beyond.  Once the river was tidal to York until Naburn
Lock was built in 1757, the first major navigational
work carried out by York City Council, responsible
for the Ouse from 1462.  The river includes, besides
York, two foci of especial interest in the major port
of Goole and Selby, with its bridges, factories and,
once, a major shipbuilding firm.

As usual with Tempus this is a picture book, but
the illustrations are of great interest and generally
well reproduced considering the age of some of them.

The author, who also contributes a brief introduction
with chronology, annotates each in fascinating detail.
The pictures explore a variety of craft (and cargoes)
and several waterside structures, and are grouped in
eight geographical sections from Hull to above York.
Mr Taylor’s wide knowledge of the Humber and its
tributaries (especially their 20th century history) is
again apparent.  There are just two details to correct:
the Selby–Hull steam packets began in July 1815
(not 1816) and York’s foundation by the Romans is
usually given as 71, not 79, AD.

PHILIP SCOWCROFT

Reading to Didcot — Vic Mitchell & Keith Smith
96pp, 235x170mm, 120 photographs, 13 maps, hardback, Middleton Press, Easebourne Lane, Midhurst, West Sussex
GU29 9AZ, 2002, ISBN 1 901706 79 6, £13.95

The Wallingford branch is included.  Half the book
covers Reading and Didcot, including the Didcot
Railway Centre.  We learn that Didcot was called
Dudcote before the railway came and that well-used
stations are not necessarily those with large local
populations.  A 20th century track plan of Reading
Station would have been useful.

ALLAN BRACKENBURY

commissioned for the work; without exception they
are informative and well-written but the book remains
ill-balanced.  Except for a short contribution by John
van Riemsdijk on the ‘character’ of the LNER, there

is no attempt to explore the company’s corporate
history or image, except as encapsulated in the works
of Sir Nigel Gresley. TONY KIRBY
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The first Welland canal crossed the Niagara
Peninsular in 1833 to link the navigations of lakes
Erie and Ontario.  Roberta Stryan and Robert Taylor,
from the local Brock’s University History Depart-
ment, have devoted the last twenty years to develop-
ing a detailed understanding of how the various stages
of four canal improvement schemes evolved.  Their
research offers a valuable new insight into the way
the key players improved upon the earlier routes and
the problems they encountered on the way.

The book adopts a thematic approach.  It considers
the value of the link; the various routes; the stages in
the evolution of the canal, through to its incorporation
into the St Lawrence Seaway.  The administration
and operations are considered alongside the engi-
neering and technology advances incorporated in
each successive scheme.  The personnel who ran the
waterway are identified and the social and economic
impacts of the enterprise are set out.

The book is split into two sections.  A substantial
Introduction offers a narrative of the events and the

The Great Swivel Link: Canada’s Welland Canal — Roberta M Stryan & Robert R Taylor
621pp, 26 illustrations, 6 maps, hardback, The Champlain Society, Box 507, Station Q, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4T
2M5, 2001, ISBN 0 9689317 0 7, $100 Canadian.

roles played by the people who were the ‘movers
and shakers’ behind the waterway.  Profuse footnotes
clarify the origin of the key statements and assist the
reader in following up their own research interests.

In keeping with other publications from the
Champlain Society, the major body of the text
comprises extracts from relevant historic documents,
all fully referenced.  These highlight the detailed
debates and local constraints and help the reader
understand the positions taken by the various players.
For the canal historian, these quotes bring to life the
people involved.  They also have the virtue that they
are linked with copious footnotes which explain the
background circumstances.

For canal historians, this book is a most valuable
new research contribution to the knowledge of
Canadian transport systems development.  It offers
the key to understanding the people behind the
evolution of one of Canada’s great canal systems.

ROGER SQUIRES

The South Shields, Marsden & Whitburn Colliery Railway — William J Hatcher
128pp, 90 photographs, 10 plans and diagrams, paperback, Oakwood Press, P O Box 13, Usk, Monmouthshire NP15
1YS, 2002, ISBN 0 85361 583 7, £9.95.

The Yate to Thornbury Branch — Colin G Maggs
144pp, A5, 180 illustrations including station plans, maps and documents, hardback, Oakwood Press, P O Box 13, Usk,
Monmouthshire NP15 1YS, 2002, ISBN 0 85361 585 3, £10.95.

This is a fascinating book charting the rise and decline
of this little mineral line in the north east corner of
County Durham.  The line had its origins in the

expansion of colliery workings in the 1870s, built
originally under the way-leave system and later re-
opened under an Act of Parliament.  It included steam

This book is No 219 in the Locomotion Papers series
from the Oakwood Press.  It will be particularly
useful to those with an interest in the railways of the
Bristol and Gloucester area.  It describes the history
and working of the Midland Railway branch line from
Yate to Thornbury, originally built to serve iron ore
workings, as well as providing a passenger service.
The history runs from receipt of Royal Assent to its
Act of Parliament in 1864 until closure in 1966, its
re-opening in 1972 for stone traffic from
Tytherington Quarry up to the present.  The author
describes the line in detail, there being chapters

covering the passenger, goods and mineral traffic
carried on the branch, together with locomotives used
and their working.  Signalling, permanent way and
mishaps are also discussed.

Appendices show traffic handled at both Tythering-
ton and Thornbury Stations and there is a good biblio-
graphy and index.  The illustrations are generally of
good quality and interest but the book would have
been improved by the provision of a detailed map.
This is a most interesting book and will be a welcome
addition to the library of those whose major interest
is the lesser known branch line.

RODNEY HARTLEY
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hauled and electrified systems and, from 1888 to
1953, had a passenger service, open to the public
and miners (though they were kept segregated!)
which ran 24 hours a day to cater for shift changes.
In its heyday the so-called ‘Marsden Rattler’ boasted
16 round trips per day — many more trains than most
similar branch lines.

There is a section on locomotives and a fascinating
chapter on signalling and safety.  The line had more
than its fair share of fatalities, mainly resulting from
drunken miners taking a short cut across the line and
from its convenience for suicides.

The book is well produced, with good clear illus-
trations and plenty of maps for anyone not familiar
with the area.  One minor criticism: the main map is
slightly crudely drawn and it is difficult to distinguish
this line from the main lines of the NWR.  There are
also one or two spelling mistakes in the book and
one on the map.  More could perhaps have been
written about and photographs included of the
electrified section.  But these are minor criticisms.
It is an excellent book and surely the definitive work
on this fascinating little line.

WARWICK BURTON

Industrial Locomotives of Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire
— Robin Waywell
464pp, A5, 96 b&w photographs, 41 maps, Industrial Railway Society, IRS Publications, 24 Dulverton Road, Melton
Mowbray LE13 0SF, 2002, ISBN 1 901556 23 9, £27.50 (hardback), ISBN 1 901556 24 7, £22.50 (paperback)  p&p
included.

One in a series of regional studies, this book
encompasses years of meticulous recording and
research.  The title is somewhat misleading because
as well as industrial lines the book includes con-
tractors’, minor, pleasure and preserved railways.
Although locomotives take pride of place, there is
much historical material about the railways them-
selves, the owning companies and the industries they
served.

The information for each county is grouped under
four headings: locomotive worked sites, contractors’
locomotives, preservation sites and non-locomotive
sites.  Under the name of the current (or last) owner,
there is for each site an ownership history, a
description and historical summary and tabulated

locomotive details.  There are 19 maps that show
the general location of the railways; national grid
references are also provided.  In addition, there are
detailed maps of 22 systems and an appendix of
known railway cranes.

For a reference work to be of real use it must have
a comprehensive index, and here there are three: by
locomotive builder, locomotive name, and location/
owner.  Finally, tucked at the back, is an interesting
selection of photographs, showing a good cross-
section of locomotives.

This well-organised book is recommended to all
interested in the railway and industrial history of the
region. TIM EDMONDS

Rail and Road Transport on the Isle of Portland: A Pictorial Survey — B L Jackson
160pp, 209x148mm, 266 b&w photographs, 4 in colour, paperback, Oakwood Press, P O Box 13, Usk, Monmouthshire
NP15 1YS, 2002, ISBN 0 85361 581 0, £11.95.

This often fascinating collection contains photo-
graphs that could not be fitted into the author’s
previous three volumes plus others that came to light
during publication.  Despite these limitations the
coverage is comprehensive and the book can be
savoured by those who do not possess the earlier
publications.

Initial sections outline the history of the stone-
carrying Merchants’ Railway and the naval dockyard
and breakwater lines, together with a dozen
photographs of road locomotives, some with unsafe

looking loads of stone.  The tortuous history of the
Portland branch line is then outlined as a prelude to
150 photographs, including several historic aerial
shots, covering the period from about 1900 until
complete closure in 1965.

A section on motor buses is less comprehensive,
but includes pictures of charabancs and vehicles that
were sold off the island.  The highly detailed final
chapter discusses bus services since 1969, where the
history in volume three finished.

DENNIS HADLEY
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This is essentially a pictorial survey of the 14 mile
eastern Essex navigation lining Chelmsford along the
Chelmer valley with the Blackwater estuary at
Heybridge Basin.  Opened in 1757 it was solely
commercial, except for canoes, until 1972.  Massive
restoration in the 1990s has created a pleasant leisure
waterway.  The author has long familiar association
with the navigation and was publicity officer for the
inaugural IWA rally in May 1973.

Following a brief five page historical introduction,
the book is divided into nine captioned illustrated
chapters, three of which trace its navigational length
with a fourth covering the canoeable section beyond

The Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation — John Marriage
128pp, 233x165mm, paperback, 189 illustrations, 3 maps, Tempus Publishing, The Mill,  Brimscombe Port, Stroud,
Gloucestershire GL55 2QG, 2002, ISBN 0 7524 2392 4, £12.00.

its legal limit.  The remaining chapters record the
restoration and maintenance, boat types (including
the surviving wooden barge) and notable events.  The
illustrations are evocative of the waterways serenity
though there is an over-emphasis, albeit welcome,
on the 1990s restoration.  Particularly acceptable are
the before and after pictures of the transformation
from dereliction to rehabilitation of Springfield
Basin, Chelmsford.  On the debit side is the absence
of a bibliography and better use could have been
made of the maps.  A very useful addition to
individual canal publications.

JOHN BOYES

History does not have to be presented in learned
articles in a respected journal.  Every summer since
1972, Mikron has been touring the waterways system
bringing waterways, industrial and social history to
the public, their plays showing a remarkable depth
of knowledge and fairness in presenting the various
points of view.  The words of one newspaper reviewer
could be applied to any of the plays: ‘Sometimes
witty, sometimes poignant, but always entertaining
and informative ... an enjoyable tale expertly told by
four talented actors.’ This book, written by the
founder and driving force behind the company,

I’d Go Back Tomorrow: Thirty years of the Mikron Theatre Company — Mike Lucas
186pp, 237x150mm, 14 b&w and 12 colour photographs, paperback,Wayzgoose, Park View, Tatenhill Common,
Staffordshire DE13 9RS, 2001, ISBN 0 907864 89 9, £15 (hardback, ISBN 0 907864 88 0, £20)

confirms that before any play was written, proper
archival and oral history research was carried out.

The pleasures and the frustrations of being an
underfunded touring company, with a cast changing
most years, living together in a small narrowboat as
well as working together, are entertainingly
conveyed. This is not a book for the general reader,
but anyone who has sat outside a canalside pub on a
warm summer’s evening (or squashed inside the pub
if it was raining) enjoying a performance by the
Mikron Theatre Company will find it a delight.

PETER BROWN

This latest title in the Middleton press studies of the
Midland Main Line covers the London extension
south of St Albans, commencing in the earliest days
before the St Pancras terminus was completed, down
to the present-day service featuring class 170 multiple
unit electric stock.  The book is written around a
substantial collection of photographs, all of which
contribute to the detail with which the narrative is
presented.  Many are of historical interest, including
a close-up of the elaborate Gothic tracery on the front
of the St Pancras hotel, an 1867 shot of Kentish Town
station under construction, and an evocative study

St Pancras to St Albans — Geoff Goslin & J E Connor
96pp, 240x170mm, hardback, 120 b&w photographs, 20 locality plans, Middleton Press, Easebourne Lane, Midhurst,
West Sussex GU29 9AZ, 2002, ISBN 1 901706, 78 8, £13.95

of Cambridge Street Coal Depot, in which one can
almost smell the horses.  The loco buff will find
engines from the early days to the late steam period,
with unexpected century-old gems which include a
shining Great Eastern ‘Claud Hamilton’ and a long
distance view of a Baldwin mogul.

The plans are from ordnance maps, and are
supplemented by line diagrams, timetables and
tickets of various periods, all adding to the period
feeling generated by the text.  Recommended not just
for the specialist but as a work of interest in itself.

GEOFFREY HUGHES
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Short reviews

Tramways a Vapeur du Tarn — Sarah Wright
208pp, A5, paperback, approx 50 photographs, 11 maps,
rolling stock diagrams, Oakwood Press, 2001, ISBN 0
85361 570 5, £13.95.

The usual and valued Oakwood format is here applied
to a 60 cm gauge railway system in South West
France. Active from 1895 to 1938, the railway was a
key part of life in the area until road transport, like
so many similar systems in the UK, killed it.  The
distinctively French character of the railway and of
the way of life in the area comes across.  An
impressive assembly of pictures, extensive notes, a
bibliography and an index are provided.

The Book of British Railways Station Totems
— Dave Brennand  & Richard Furness
212pp, 262x194mm, hardback, 1380 photographs, Sutton
Publishing, 2002, ISBN 0 7509 2997 9, £30.00.

The totem (a logo comprising a long thin oval
superimposed upon a shorter fatter one) was invented
in the early months of British Railways in 1948.  It
was the basic logo on every printed page that BR
produced throughout its early years and it was also
used for enamel station signs across the system.
These signs have been ‘collectors’ items’ for some
years and this book will be the collector’s bible.  The
chapter headings are awesome and include ‘Design,
manufacture, colours and signing policy’, ‘Collecting
themes’ and ‘De-Totemisation’.  There are 24 items
in the bibliography.  All you could possibly want to
know about totems, very elegantly and interestingly
presented.

The Power of the V2s — Gavin Morrison
112 pp, A4, hardback, approx 270 photographs, Ian Allan
(OPC), 2001, ISBN 0 86093 556 6, £19.99.

The V2s were mixed traffic 2-6-2 steam locomotives
designed by Sir Nigel Gresley and introduced on the
LNER in 1936.  This is an album of photographs of
them taken mainly in traffic and on shed.  The
majority portray the locos in the BR era.  The ‘Power
of...’ series is for the fans of particular steam
locomotive classes — there is limited historical
context and technical detail.  The similarity of all
the locos focuses the eye on the backgrounds which
do reveal the variety of scene on the ex-LNER in the
1950s and 1960s.  There are very similar volumes in
the series covering the A1s, the A4s, the Royal Scots
and the 9Fs.

Walks from Welsh Heritage Railways —
Dorothy Hamilton
142pp, 120x184mm, paperback, 32 photographs, 27
sketch maps, Gwasg Carreg Gwalch, 12 Iard yr Orsaf,
Llanwrst, Dyffryn Conwy LL26 0EH, 2002, ISBN 0 86381
771 8, £4.50 (£5.50 incl p&p).

This book describes 26 walks starting from locations
on each of the central and northwest Welsh heritage
railways with easy to follow directions, maps and
historical notes.  There are walks between stations
as well as circular routes.  Nothing about the history
of the railways themselves but the book could be a
very useful adjunct for RCHS members whose
partners/friends need something else to persuade
them to go to Ffestiniog, Welshpool or Towyn.

Steam in East Anglia — R C Riley
80pp, 240mm x 185mm, hardback, 80 colour photographs,
Ian Allan Publishing, 2002, ISBN 0 7110 2892 3, £14.99.

Another photo album but at the high quality end of
the range. Riley is one of the best locomotive
photographers and his affection for the old Great
Eastern comes across powerfully in this collection.
All the pictures are from BR days but include many
pre-nationalisation and pre-grouping locos.  The
quality of the photographs and their reproduction is
an example to other album publishers.  The propor-
tion of conventional shots of trains in motion is
commendably small.  There are pictures of lots of
odd places and from lots of odd angles.  At nearly
20p per picture, this is not for the reader whose
interest in the railways of East Anglia and their last
steam locos is peripheral.

The Definitive Guide to Trams — David Voice
184pp, A5, paperback, approx 60 photographs, Adam
Gordon, Priory Cottage, Chetwode, Buckinghamshire
MK18 4LB, 2001, ISBN 1 874422 29 X, £15.00.

Definitely definitive.  A complete catalogue of all
running tramways, all preserved tramways, all
preserved trams, all tramway societies, all model
tramways accessible to the public — indeed of
everything to do with tramways.  The definitive
definition of tramways includes everything in the
British Isles as well as funiculars.



[Pages 178-208 see Bibliography] 
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The Eleven Towns Railway: the Manchester & Leeds main line - Jeffrey Wells 	£12.95  
06 page,;, 221 	219 mud includes b/33,' photos ;111(1 15 colour plates 

Paddington Station, 1833-1854 - Michael Raton 	 18.50 
48 pages, 224 s 249 mm, .30 illustrations 

The Hay & Kington Railways - Gordon Rarrenbury & Ray Cook 	 £13.95 
132 pages, 2.3 x 	65 illustrations & 14 maps 

Women and Children of the Cut - Wendy Freer 	 £1 1.95  
80 pages, 2.3 x 	cm, 42 illustrations 

The Cabry Family: Railway Engineers - Brian Lewis ... 	 £13.95 
112 pages, 2.3 s 1-.5cm, 61 illusrratious 

The Memories and Writings of a London Railwayman (H V Borley) 	 £16.95  
60 pages, 23 x I .5cm, 60 illusrrations 

The Light Railway King of the North - A I. Barnett 	 111.95 
112 pages, 2.3 x F.Scitt, 84 illustrations 

The Military on English Waterways - Hugh J Compton & Antony Carr-Gomm 	 £9.95 
11)1) pages, 2.3 x 1 	31 illustrations and maps 

The Midland Railway; A Chronology - compiled by John Gough 	 f19.95  
.392 pages, Azi, 119 pages of maps 

Midland Counties Railway - edited by Peter Stevenson 	 17.95  
128 pages, 23 t 18cm, 48 illustrations 

The Stratford & Moreton Tramway 	John Norris 	 £4.95  
56 pages, A5, 21 illustrations 

The Warwick Canals 	Alan Faulkner 	 £5.95 
80 pages, 2,3 x 18cm, .37 illustrations 

Early Railways between Abergavenny and Hereford 	R A Cook & C R Clinker 	 £6.95 
06 pages, 2.3 x 18cm, 32 illustrations 

The Northampton & Harborough Line 	John Gough 	 £6.95  
112 pages, 2,3 s 18cm, .3-  illustrations 

The Melton Mowbray Navigation - M G Miller & S Fletcher 	 £3.95 
48 pages, AS, 2.3 illustrations 

The Bristol & South Wales Union Railway - John Norris 	 £3.95 
28 pages, AS, 9 illustrations 

North Eastern Railway: Historical Maps 	 £4.95 
18 pages, A4 (Second Edition) 

Orders (UK post free - overseas add 15%) with cheques made payable to 'Atlantic Publishers' to: 
Atlantic Publishers, Trevithick House, West End, Penryn, Cornwall, TRIO 8HE 

Tel: 01326-373656, fax: 01326-378309 

Conference papers 
Defining a New Research Agenda for Waterways History- Waterways History Conference 1997 11.40 

Recording, Researching, Revealing 	Waterways History Conference 1998 	 £2.00 

Projects and Publishing-Waterways History Conference 1999 	... 	 £5.00 

Co-operation & Competition: railways' relationships with other transport modes: RCHS/IRS 1999 £5.00 

Orders (post free) with cheques made payable to 'RCHS' to: 
Grahame Boyes, 7 Onslow Road, Richmond TW10 6-Q11 
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